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PROGRESS!

Highest Ideals of Republicanism Are Upheld and Strong
Planks Inserted For Adequate Laws Against Unjust
Business Combines and For a Reasonable
Protective Tariff.
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ABANDONS

PRESENT REPUBLICAN PARTY
He Issues a Statement Reiterating His Former Charges
of Fraud and Declares He Will Form New Organi-zatio- n
Which He Can Run to Suit Himself.

Convention Drags Through Another Weary Day, Adopts a
Platform and Perfects Permanent Organization by
By Special Leased Wire to
Mexican)
VXXXXXXSXX
NEW PARTY TO START.
Retaining Temporary Off icers.- Roosevelt Men
June 22.
Chicago,
S onel Roosevelt and his maim- N
Remain in Hall to Watch Steam Roller
gers decided late this after-

them by state delegations,
but they
collected so rapidly in the corridors
near his office that it was decided to
Col- V
111.,
marshal them all into the Roosevelt
national committee assembly hall at
une time.
It was decide ddefinitely this afterS noon to hold a mass meeting
noon that before the adjournment of
at. Orchestra Hall tonight at 9
the convention or immediately after,
o'clock. Roosevelt
delegates,
there will be held a meeting of Roose-vel- t
both seated and unseated, will
delegates who wish to enlist in
be admitted first,
and what
the new party. The meeting probably
room is left will be for the pub- lie.
S will be held tonight.
SCUTTLING THE SHIP
ALLEN CALLS IT.
Convention Hall, Chicago, 111., June
Chicago, June 22. After making
22.
The Roosevelt delegates in the
preliminary arrangements for the or
ganization of a new party, Colonel: Republican national convention startRoosevelt today definitely severed his' ed a prolonged demonstration in the
relations with the Republican national convention late this afternoon when
convention.
In a statement setting Henry j. Allen of Kansas got up to
ne read a "Roosevelt valedictory."
The
lortn ins position in tins regard
said that, since the convention had convention had concluded consideradeclined to remove the delegates who tion of all contest, eases, with Taft
Perhe contends are fraudulent, he could forces winning on everything.
not recognize its authority.
He urges manent organization also had been effected.
his delegates to refrain from voting
At the first mention of Roosevelt, by
in the convention although
stating
ihat in case they did vote, he would Allen, the cheering broke out and a
not free them from the obligation to parade of delegates
carrying state
cast their ballots for him. Colonel standards began.
Roosevelt at 12:10 issued this stateCheers, Hisses and Noise.
ment:
Allen's remarks, especially his read"A clear majority of the delegates ing of the Roosevelt statement were
honestly elected to this convention, constantly
interrupted by cheers,
v ere chosen by the people to nominate; hisses, and other
noises. The chair
me. Under the direction, and with the had great
difficulty in preserving orencouragement of Mr. Taft, the major;-- ; der.
ty of the national committee by the
"flentleinen or the convention," said
"steam-roller- "
methods and Allen, "we have reached a
point where
of every a
with scandalous disregard
majority of the Roosevelt, delegaprinciple of elementary honesty and tions fe-- l that, they mil no longer
decency, stole eighty or ninety dele-- j tl'are in the responsibility for the act!
gates, putting in a temporary roll call,, f this convention. We have contenda sufficient number of fraudulent dele-- ' ed with you until we have exhausted
gates to defeat the legally expressed! every parliamentary privilege in the
vill of the people, and to substitute effort to have placed upon the roll the
a dishonest for an honest majority.
namcp of men legally elected.
"When by using the votes of the
Final Whack at Taft.
"The convention has now declined delegates whose rights to sit in this
io purge the roll of the fraudulent convention are challenged, you took
a
delegates placed thereon by the de a position which places the power of
political committee above the auand the
funct national committee:
the thority of 77,000 majority elected !n a
majority which thus endorsed
fraud was made a majority only be iega! primary in California, we decided
cause it included the fraudulent dele that your steam roller had exceeded
the fpeed limit. Since then we have
gates themselves, who all sat as judges
II
on one another s case.
tnese a.,ked for no roll call. You have now
fraudulent votes had not thus been rompicted the seating of all contestcast and counted the convention ed delegates, using the votes of the
would hate been purged of their pres contested delegates to accomplish your
ence. This action makes the conven purpose.
Praises Roosevelt's Record.
tion in no proper sense, any longer a
"When Theodore Roosevelt left, the
Republican convention
representing
:he real Republican party. Therefore,! White House four years ago he left you
hope the men, elected as Roosevelt an overwhelming majority in both
delegates will now decline to vote on branches of Congress, he left you an
any matter before the convention. 1 overwhelming majority in nil the great
do not, release any delegates from his Republican states, he left you a record
honorable obligation to vote for me if1 on which you could elect Mr. Taft, he
he votes at all, but under the actual left you a progressive program to carconditions I hope that he will not vote ry forward. That program was buried
beneath an avalanche of words at Wiat all.
"The convention as now composed nona, and IS governors were buried
lias no claim to represent the voters beneath an avalanche of votes which
of the Republican party. It represents rebuked recreancy to party pledges.
"We will not participate with you in
nothing but successful fraud in overriding the will of the rank and file of completing the scuttling of the ship.
We do not bolt. We merely insist,
the party.
"Any man nominated by the conven that you, not we, are making the rection as now constituted would he ord. And we refuse to be bound by it.
merely the beneficiary of this success-- j We have pleaded with you for ten
We have fought, with you five
ful fraud; it would be deeply discredit- - days.
able to any man to accept the oonven-- t days for a square deal.
"We fight no more. We plead no
tion's nomination under these circum-- j
stances; and any man thus accepting, longer. We shall sit in protest and
would have no claim to the support: the people who sent us here, shall
of any Republican on party grounds,: judge us."
and would have forfeited the right to! At, last Chairman Root rushed out
ask the support of any honest man of! to the front and said: "I hope it will
be understood in this convention that
anv party on normal grounds.
(Signed) "THEODORE ROOSEVELT." j friends of Mr. Taft must pay the same
on the side favorj respect to speakers
Farewell, a Long Farewell.
The Roosevelt "steam roller" dele- ing Mr. Roosevelt as the advocates of
Mr. Roosevelt have paid to speakers
gates and their alternates who were
met on the other side."
excluded from the convention,
There was a cheer and it was quiet
Colonel Roosevelt in a body. Thej
Colonel held a brief reception, inform-- , for some time.
Allen closed amid a great demonstraed them that the plans for a new party
were being pushed forward, rapidly,' tion, which showed promise of lasting
long, like the other, but it was checked
and urged them to stand firm.
It was his first intention to meet by the gavel.
.New

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) take no backward step to permit the
Convention Hall, Chicago, 111., June
in any degree of conFair- ditions which were intolerable.
22. Former
Vice President
Law Promised.
banks, amidst a wild outburst of
The Republican party favors the encheers from the Taft delegates, came
actment of legislation supplementary
forward to the platform and present- to
the existing anti-trudeleact which j (By Special Leased Wire to New atexlca.i) light of possibilities as a part of the down among the Pennsylvania
resou
of
the
com:uittee
the
ed
report
will define as criminal, those specific
Chicago, 111., June 22 The rapid harmony program put forward today.
gation. His presence like that of a
The name of Representative Samuel Daniel in a den of lions, caused a senolutions, which embodies the Republi- acts that uniformly make attempts to progress made by the convention after
insation. A big Pennsylvania!! picked
restrain and to monopolize trade,
can national platform.
the contests were disposed of, in the .McCall of Massachusetts, also came
end that those who honestly intend
to the vice presidential gossip today. ;i.p and held him high, while the
The platform is a'ong progressive to
of reports of all the commitcrowd yelled. There was a delay waitobey the law. may have a guide fori adoption
ROUTINE OF CONVENTION.
lines but has no direct or preferential their action and that those who aim to tees up to that of the committee ou
ing for further reports from the comConvention
Hall,
June
Hi.,
Chicago,
resolutions,
materially altered the 22.
mittee. At that time word came from
primary plank which was advocated violate the law may the more surely
a.
at
The
convention
10:45
met
the credentials committee that there
be punished. The same certainty prospects as to final adjournment. It m. and
the
took
by Mr. Roosevelt, that portion of the
up
immediately
report
should be given to the law prohibiting was believed by the leaders that it of the
credentials committee, seating would be no further report for an
platform having been eliminated by combinations
hour.
and monopolies
that might be possible to conclude the nom- Taft delegates as follows:
a close vote in committee just before characterizes other provisions of com- - inations and adjourn by midnight or
Sign Created Disturbance.
at
,"th,
2d,
(ith,
Mississippi,
large,
was
of
earlier.
There
talk, however,
mercial laws in order that no part of r.
an intermission a big sign
the report was agreed upon.
disDuring
Carolina
Xorth
4th
7th,
districts;
recess after the nomination for the
the field of business opportunity may
was hung over the rear gallery read-- '
More Cheers for Bryan.
of the ticket, in order to arrange trict; Oklahoma, third district; Washhead
be restricted by monopoly or combi-at large, 1st, 2nd, ;:ud districts. ii g: "What Root said of Penrose maFairbank's reading of the long plat- nation, that business success honor-- a siate for the vice presidential nomi- ington,
of
P. H. Howard, a negro delegate from chine: They are an aggregation
This
nation.
session
the
may
prolong
form suddenly was interrupted by an ably achieved may not be converted
criminals
under the
masquerading
a
of
raised
Mississippi
order,
point
but
not.
believed
is
it
apparently inexplicable outburst of into crime and that, the right of every beyond midnight
banner of Republicanism" started a
will be the case. saying that "the steam roller is excheering. He was reading the section man to acquire commodities, and par- probable that such
After a few minutes,
ceeding the speed limit." This started great uproar.
After
the
nomination
for
president,
oil economy and efficiency.
Turning ticularly the necessaries of life, in an
the police ordered it taken down.
a recess for dinner probably will be a big laugh which Chairman Root supto discover the cause of the outburst, open market uninfluenced by the man
Invocation.
which the convention will pressed in order to say: "The chair
Mr. Fairbanks found that he was ipulation of tiust or combination, may taken, after
to the nomination of a vice sustains the point of order." lie addChicago, .June 22. Dr. John Wesley
proceed
William
Jennings be preserved.
"playing against"
As to a vice presidential ed: "The justification is that we have Hill, President of the International
president.
Bryan, who was crossing the press
for Peace Kormn. delivered the prayer toFederal Trade Commission.
candidate sentiment, has not yet crys- some hope of getting through
section to go out.
tallized in favor of any one aspirant. Sunday."
day before the Republican National
In
the
and
administraenforcement
Mr. Bryan was leaving for Balti- tion of
There was some delay and a dele- Convention. He spoke as follows:
federal trade laws governing It was generally conceded however,
more.
"O. Thou who 'sitteth upon the cirinterstate commerce, and enterprises that New York, 7.") of whose delegates gate shouted, "Say, Watson, sand your
Mr. Fairbanks rose to the occasion,
track." The crowd
began to sing, cle of the heavens.' unto Whom all
impressed with a public use engaged had supported President Taft consistwe roll along."
"We have been greatly honored,"
things come in beauty and ierfection.
therein, there is much that may be ently in the convention was entitled ".Merrily
The crendentials committee resum- we approach Thee, supported by the
said he, " with the presence of some committed to a federal trade commis- to the distinction of naming the candiTaft delegates memories of past mercies, encouraged
of our friends in political opposition, sion. This will promote promptness date. Though Vice President Sher- ed its deliberations.
some of whom have business now in in the administration, of the law and man's chances loonied large, there was from the fifth Virginia district were by the tokens of Thy love, lured by the
Baltimore."
avoid delays and technicalities inci- a feeling among some of the New seated, and the Texas case was then light of Thy Word, and strengthened
When Mr. Bryan reached the street dent to court procedure.
by the inspiration of Thy Spirit.
York delegates that another nominee called.
Mrs. Roosevelt Absent.
"We thank Thee that unto us Thy
could
be named who would develop
there was another demonstration.
A Protective Tariff.
Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, who has glory has been revealed, that upon us
western
Reading of the platform was finishour belief in protec- greater strength in the
We
while
attended every session of the conven- Thy knowledge has dawned,
states.
ed at 4:17 p. m. Mr. Fairbanks moved tive tariff. The
Republican tariff poliwest of the tion thus fur, was net in her seat to- about us are the manifestations of that
some
man
or
Sherman
its adoption.
to
cy has been of the greatest benefit
Walter C. Owen, of Wisconsin, pre- the country, developing our resources, Mississippi, "was as definite an an- day. Mrs. Nicholas Longworth. was Providence which is imminent in the
sented as a minority report, a draft diversifying our industries and pro- swer as any one in position to lie in- the only representative of the Roose- affairs of the world!
"We praise Thee for Thy enriching
formed would give as to the vice pres- velt family present.
comprising the views of Senator
tecting our workmen against competi
Y. Sherman
Victor Rosewate", retiring chairman
and his followers.
tion with cheaper labor abroad, thus ident (piestion. Lawrence
(Continued on Page Four.)
The Republican
party, assembled eslaulishing for our wage earners the of Illinois, name was brought in the of the national committee, ventured
connational
in
American standard of living. The proby its representatives
vention, recites the preamble to the tective tariff is so woven into the faTROOPS WILL NOT
declares its unchanging brie of our industrial and agricultural
platform,
HiKE THROUGH STATE. PARKER
tariff
a
GOVERNOR
life
for
it
of
to
peop.e,
substitute
the
that
faith in "Government
and
for revenue only would destroy many
bv the neonle. for the people"
T.ensi d Wire to tow Mexican)
Ty
renews allegiance to the principles of industries and throw millions of our
C.ili., June 22. Officers and
Denver,
The propeople out of employment.
the Republican party.
MONDAY members of the national guard are
due,s of fimn and mine shouI1 re"
Veneration for Lincoln.
plum, because dispatches from Washmeasure
of
same
cslvethe
protection
ington indicate that... President Taft's
It recalls with "veneration and grat- - as
other products of American labor,.
veto of the army appropriation bill He
itude, the name of our first great lea- ,
Declines to See Visitors
t
Las Vegas .Will Then Learn wiil make it necessary to abandon the
der, nominated .n tins
MounPole
summer
Is Writing Keynote
at
and
encampment
Is
Lincoln- -" and continues:
Prize
Whether
;a 8ufficient revenue ,0 protect ade- Fight
tain, Wyo. The hike of the federal
Our greatest national advance
and
Utterance
Ametican
industries
mVdtely
to Be Stopped
troops from Fort Russell to Xew Mexduring the ascendency in public
gome of tn(J existing inu,ort du.
be
also
of
may
Denver,
ico,
by way
affairs of the Republican party.
tips are t0Q nigh and snould De re.
The
aba 'doned for lack of funds.
"We believe in our
should be made TWO BIG
duced
N REPLIES TO
and
of
the
expenses
army
pay
regular
a
is
to
from tinie to time t0 conform
representative democracy, which
and
the
of
commissary
quartermaster's
and In change,i conditions and to reduce
government of laws, not
departments were included in the bill.
o cessive
rates, but without injury to New System of Accounting For There is money in the treasury to cov-- i He Sets Forth What His Ideas of
onjer is the
j American
To accomplish
industryprogress."
er these expenses for a few months.
a Democrat Are and For
County Officials Being
is indispen-of- ,
It declares belief in the "principles this correct information
Army men hope congress meanwhile
constitutional government, proten-- ; sible. This information can best be
Party Harmony
Prepared.
will pass a new appropriation bill.
tinn of the civil liberty and rights of obtained by an expert commission, as
'
If the Pole Mountain camp is aban- the large volume of useful facts conman and an independent Judiciary."
Governor McDonald last evening at - 'doned, the summer maneuvers of the (By Special Leasr q Vlrc to Now Mexican
Xew York. X". Y., June 22. Alton
t'nder such a government the reso- tained in the recent reports of the tended a meeting of the Commercial Colorado militia will be held at the
H. Parker, who has been picked by
lutions recite the United States has tariff board has demonstrated.
Club at Las Vegas and assured the Golden rifle range,
Advocates Tariff Commission.
the arrangements committee of the
become the free home of 100,000,000
members that upon his return from
Democratic national committee
of people and has grown to be one of
for
The pronounced feature of modern
the greatest civilizing forces of the industrial life is its enormous diversi- issue a definite statement as to w heth- - ,
temporary chairman of the Baltimore
BULLETINS TONIGHT.
was working on his
fication. To apply tariff rates justly er he would prevent the prizefight, by
earth.
The Xew Mexicaa tonight
convention,
to these changing conditions requires force, if necessary.
will continue to post bulletins
speech to be delivered in Baltimore
Always a Progressive Party,
and denied himself to visitors.
His
State Funds.
The Republican party is now, as al- - closer study and more scientific nieth-wayuntil after the nominations are
The latest
State Treasurer O. X. Marron has
a party of advanced and con-- ods than ever before. The Republican
made in Chicago.
secretary said that the judge would
information received by the
leave for Baltimore either tonight or
struetive statesmanship, prepared to party has shown by its creation of the received from Game Warden T. C. de
of this Baca $21 for the game protection fund
Xew Mexican just, before going
tomorrow'
go forward with the solution of those tariff board, its recognition
to press was that the nominanew questions which social, economic situation, and its determination to be and from the Wells Fargo Express
Judge Parker has made no comment
tions would probable be made
Company $808.93, taxes.
on Mr. Bryan's opposition.
have equal to it. We condemn the
and
development
political
The Xew
Uniform System of Accounting.
before midnight.
into the fore front of the na-- cratic party for its failure either to
Baldwin Wants Harmony.
the continuance of
Traveling Auditor Earnest and his v Mexican will this evening, post
lion's interest. The social political provide funds formake
Xew
Haven. Conn., June 22. Govpro-oother
the
or
some
to
on its bulletin board, the nomassistants are preparing forms for
structure of the 1'nited States rests this board
ernor Simeon K. Baldwin today sent
information
are
which
the
for
new
of
vision
are
as
accounting
systems
they
securing
speeches
j
inating
the civil liberty of the individuals;
a reply to Colonel Bryan in reply to
u.s.te for tntelligent tariff legis a- - to be introduced under the new law.
made in the big convention.
and for the protection of that liberty tion. We
Demo-th- e The forms will all be
1.
the hitter's appeal that the governor
the
by
July
ready
protest
against
people have w.sely, m the national
on these
oppose Alton B. Parker as temporary
New State Engineer.
legislating
definite
and state constitutions, put
without
y.
chairman of the Baltimore convention
J. A. French, of Dona Ana county,
8ubjects
inl,)0rtant
limitations on themselves, and on j carefu, invegtifration.
as follows:
who will succeed State Engineer Chas.
their governmental officers and flgen- j We condemn the Democratic tariff D. Miller, left today for El Paso, Tex-- ,
"It does not seem to me that the
cies. To enforce these limitations is I. ...
nf Rpr,resen. as, where he will take about a montn
QCH hv tho Hn
course you suggest would promote
of
courts
the function of independent
Congress, to write up his notes for the reclama-- :
tatives o the
harmony at Baltimore.
jr.Btice.
as sectional, as injurious to the public tion service and before assuming the
"The Republican party has been
The Republican party reaffirms its credit and as destroying business
duties of his new position.
visibly destroying itself at Chicago.
to uphold at all times, the terl)rjse,
Road Building.
The storm center has been the action
authority and integrity of the courts j
cost of Living,
State Engineer Charles D. Miller has;
of its national committee in planning
That the
both state and federal.
returned from Magdalena, much pleas- - He Demands That Smelting for the
The Bteadily increasing cost of
organization of its convention.
both federal and state, may j ,
c-- I should
hag Decome of not only national ed with the work on the road from
d
ar-caregard it as unwise to agii
ivc
bear the heavy burden laid upon them fcut Q world.wi(e concern, says the Socorro to Magdalena and beyond. The
company uuy
tate
cause of difference rea
similar
to the complete satisfaction of PubliC:,,jatform and pledges the Republican
is now 35 miles west of Magda-- j
loads of Gold Bullion
specting action of the Democratic naopinion, we favor legislation to pre-- : party tQ slim)0rt a prorapt scientific in- lena and will reach Datil before thej
tional committee.
vent lbng delays and the tedious and CUiry intQ U)e caugeg and tQ taVe the present appropriation is exhausted. It!
The Democratic party of the United
MiUlC
Tfl I CTPHTR
uiteii necessary Bteps to remove any abuses will then take $10,000 more to push inpCAI
cosuy appeals i..cu nave
Slates
stands for three things:
IU
llMUL
LLIUIILII
amounted to a dsnial of justice in civil; that may be found to exist.
UlL
Arizona
to
the
the highway
boundary, nil
"1. Opposition to grants or special
j
cases and to a failure to protect the
is
which
of
Socorro
county
prepared
The final vote stood: Yeas 6G1; nays
to furnish
(By Special Leased Wtro to New Mexican) privileges to special interests.
and not voting 343 Ah
j
"2. Opposition to centralization of
Since the responsibility of the judi-- ! 53; Present
Incorporation.
E1 Pag0 Tex., une 22.
General Or- 16
sent
The Mines and Metal Company oflos!co tne
ciary is so great, the standards of jupower at u aslnngton by encroach
demanded
todav
cbicr(
and
was
the
The
rl)e
adopted
platform
dicial action must be always and ev- - next
t,)e American Smelting & Refining ments on the rightful sphere of the
order of business will be the nom- - Socorro filed incorporation papers
flnrl
ro.
aticnlnirtn
...I. ...... nlinm
nomi. day, the capitalization being $120,000
at chihuahua, according to slates.
Com,)a
Lengthy
t
recall
stat-:
"3. Economy
proacb While we regard the
in public expendiTr ic c.v.ded into 1200 sharestnd the
nolitiar cnoannQo
ra
niana
adv.ce8
thatthey purchase tures.
we
judges as unnecessary and unwise,
utory agent Harry M. Dougherty of
M bul,ion from
f
r
pa
Socorro The incorporators are: X L
"All those who believe that, these
be Placed before the
refuga, ne threaten.
and.
"ame
.
pary to simplify the process by
Terry, John A. McDonald, W. R. Dob-- ; .
principles should be steadfastly mainconvention.
' '
l"
c"
be
derelict
to
,
found
is
and
who
;.
Redmond
iudrc
any
.
Joseph
son, James
to the Democratic
w tained belong
Committee Votes It Down,
Brown of Kelly, and H. M. Dougherty oniciais reported iu navt; uefiiueu
in his duty may be removed from of- party.
to
stolen
be
believed
what
I
buy
they
diflee.
The Republican platform committee pf Socorro, each fifty shares. The
'No
'voted down by a bare majority a rectors are: J. L. Terry, John A. Mc- goods. Closing of the plant would successparty can expect or deserve
Believes In World Peace.
in the conduct of national afthrow 5,000 men out of employment
and
M.
H.
Governor
Donald
to
and
with
orderly
peaceful
Dougherty.
Hadley
Together
proposition by
fairs which is not broad enough to
at home, the Republican corp0rate a plan favoring the direct
The Battleship Mining Company al probably forcing them Into the rebel
so filed incorporation papers, the capi army. The company is reported to comprehend many who differ widely
party earnestly favors all measures j,rimary.
Consul in their views on minor points. It
for the establishment and protection
Governor Hadley announced that no talization being $500,000 divided into have appealed to American
will have a right wing, a left wing,
of the peace of the world and for the mfnority report would be presented 500,000 shares. The paid up capital Is Letcher,
and a center, all
Mexico Pays for Mule.
parts of
$2,000, the general offices are at Phoedevelopment of closer relations be- - by tne RO0Beveit members. It Is
the various nations of the earth. abe howeveri that the LaFollette fac nix, Arizona, and the New Mexico of- - There is a brand new $100 bill in one and the same political body.
"I appeal to you as the great leaThe Republican party is opposed to Uon v,u
r flee at Lordsburg, Grant county, with the safe of the city scavenger depart-Franpresent a report
der, for whom I have cast my vote in
R. Coon 8 statutory agent. The ment of EI Paso, Texas. It is in
special privilege and to monopoly. It
The
committee completed
as
and directors are: R. M.ment for one gray mole. Mexican former presidential campaigns,
placed upon the statute book the in- terstate commerce act of 1887 and the its deliberations and adjourned at Hennlngsen, 600 phares, Los Angeles; Consul E. C. Llorente paid over the one agreeing with you on those points,
m.
included
in
It
the tariff Frank Oliver, 600 shares, Los
p.
Important amendments thereto, and
money because bullets from Juarez though differing from- you as to some
act of 1890, and it has resolution specific recognition of the les; James T.
the anti-tru600 shares. killed the mule during the battle of others, to use your commanding influtonsistently and successfully enforced fact that certain duties were too high,
Juarez in which the Maderistas were ence to secure harmony at
the provisions ol these laws. It will with a pledge for their reduction.
(Continued
victors on May 10, 1910.
Page Five.)
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IS CHARGED
WITH HYPNOTIZING ALSO.

DARROW

Laughter Results in Los Angeles Court
Over Unusual Assertion By
Prosecuting Attorney.
;By Special Leasefl Wire to K"W Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., June 22. Charging that the defendant tried to hypno-

is
K

tize staje witnesses, District Attorney V
Fredericks
temporarily interrupted
the trial of Clarence S. Darrow for alleged jury bribery today. Laughter
ensued, and a brief recess was taken
until order wag restored.
The district attorney replied to Attorney Rogers taunt "that John R.
Harrington, the witness on the stand,
was afraid to look Darrow or Rogers
in the eye," with the dramatic declaration that Darrow would hypnotize the
witness as he had George Bchm, a previous witness.
SECRETARY MEYER HAS
TYPHOID FEVER NOW.
(By Special Leased Wire to

Nw

Mexican)

Washington, D. C. June 22. Secretary Meyer, who left Washington a
week ago for his home, at Hamilton,
Mass., has developed typhoid fever.
A message to that effect was received today at the navy department.
When the secretary left it was said
be was suffering from stomach

TROUBLE AT MADRID
GREATLY EXAGGERATED.
No Riot Occurred
Although
Men Threaten Management

at Coal Mines.

Exaggerated reports were
afloat yesterday of trouble at
the coal mines at Madrid,
southern Santa Fe county.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the
Mounted Police, accompanied
Manager G. A. Kaseman to the
nines, Mr. Kaseman having
with him, $V00, with which
to pay off the men.
The miners in the anthracite
workings have demanded that
certain Italians and Slavs recently discharged be reinstat- X
ed. The men were given until Monday to return to work
or else vacate the company
houses. The miners have no X
complaint as to wages or treat- X
ment, the highest wages in the X
state being paid, and no X

trouble
ed

is

anticipated.

Policeman
is

J.

stationed

H.

X

Mountes

at the

camp and Sergeant J. W. Collier has gone to reinforce him.

X
X
X

X
X
X
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The Little Store

CARDUI

Again Reminds You of the Superior

" Soltaire " Goods,
Always the Leader

INTER

CD.

Southern Comer Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH

Santa Fe. Telephone
WE

PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

GIVE

AND

No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

is
lola
El Toro

45

sDS"wl

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

HILL ION

BE

"When my little girl was about eipht
months old, she was taken with a very
irritating breaking out, which came on
her face, neck ana
back. When she first
came down with it, it
came in little watery-lik- e
festers under her

PUSHED

Reports from San Pedro tell of
continued activity by the Santa Fe
Gold and Copper Company, which has
resumed operations tin a big scale in
that district and more men are being
employed all the time, the effect of
the resumption being felt in all lines
of business there. The Santa Fe Gold
and Copper Company is one of the
biggest outfits in New Mexico and
the mining
operations
just resumed are among the most important
in the southwest. This week two big
eight-totrucks arrived at Stanley to
be used in hauling coke from Stanley
to the mines, the big trucks to be used
as trailers behind the powerful traction engine now in service between
N. B Write to: Ladles" Advisory Dept.
the railroad and the mines. Two
.Medicine Co.. Chaltanooea, Tenn.. for SprrvU
,
book. "Home Treatment
and
more cars of lumber were also unfor Women," sent in plain wrapper, on request.
loaded this week and a big storage
tank to hold fuel oil for the traction
RENDEZVOUS.
engine. Every week many carloads of
I count that friendship little worth
apparatus and material are arriving
Which has not many things untold, at Stanley which is becoming one of
Great longings that no words can the most important towns in the
hold,
valley as a result of the renewwaiting birth.
And passion-secret- s
ed mining activity at one of the most
Along the slender wires of speech
famous camps in the southwest.
Some message from the heart is

if

then after a few days
would dry down in
scaly, white scabs. In
the daytime sue was
quite worrysomo and
would dig and scratch
her face nearly all the
time.
"I consulted our
physician and found
she was suffering from
eczema, which he said
came from her teeth- in". I used the ointment he gave me
relief at all. Then I
anv
and without
wrote for a book on Cuticura, and purchased some Cuticura Soap and Ointment at the drugstore. I did as I found
directions in the Cuticura Booklet, and
when she was one year old, she was
is three years
entirely cured. Now sheshe.
has never
and four months, and
been troi'blcd with eczema since she
Cuticura
the
Soap and
was cured bv
(Signwl) Mrs.
Cuticura Ointment."
Freeman Craver, 311 Lewis St., Syracuse, N. Y., May 0, l'Jll.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold
those who
throughout the world, but, to and
found
have tried the usual remedies
lost faith
have
who
and
them wanting,
in everything, a liberal sample of each,
book on the skin, will be sent
with 32-on application to Potter Drug
post-frei,orr,, fyrr.. Dept. 2A, Boston, Mass.

pia't.a-noo-

C
L

jz3 it

p.

I

THE TROWEL WITH WHICH WE LAID THE FOUNDATION
OF OUR SUCCESS WAS HONESTY.
WE BUY HARDWARE FROM THOSE WHO ARE "ON THE
STAND BEHIND
EVERYTHING
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO
WE BUY.
CUSTOMERS
AND
WE ARE "ON THE LEVEL" WITHOUR
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL.
DEAL WITH US AND YOU WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SQ
DON'T WANT
TO
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW HOW AND
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINES ANY OTHER WAY.

If Its Hardware

Phone 14.

sent;
CLOVIS MEN DINE,
CORPORATION COMMISSION
But who can tell the whole that's
W. W. NICHOLS THERE.
BUSINESS.
READY
FOR
meant?
reach.
of
out
Our dearest thoughts are
Asks Chambers of Commerce and Member of First Legislative House
Made Big Hit With His
Boards of Trade to Submit
I have not seen thee, though mine
Constituents.
Rate
Complaints.
eyes
The corporation commission
has
Hold now the image of thy face;
In vain, though form, I strive to sent the following circular letter to
chambers of commerce in each Xew auspices of the Clovis chamber ot
trace
commerce, Hon. W. W. Nichols, the
The soul that love; that deeper lies. Mexico town :
Gentlemen:
Curry county representative in the
A thousand accidents control
legislature, was tendered a home
The state corporation
commission
and banquet at the
Our meeting here. Clasp hand in invites the attention of
shippers to coining reception
hand
Harvey house here last night. Judge
the
fact
are
that
they
establishing
L. Paxton was named as toast
And swear to meet me in that land and now
have in process of organiza- Harry
master. The following responded to
Where friends hold converse soul to tion a rate
commisof
the
department
soul.
.toasts: H. C. Herby, "Labor Legislsion,' the express companies, etc., opHenry Van Dyke.
ation;'' C. A. Clark, "Progressive Poli- erating within the jurisdiction of the tics;" John F. Taylor, "Political
commission, and to revise all rates Economy:" C. V. Steed, "The Sensafound to be unreasonable, discrimina- tion of
Being a State Official;" .1. G.
AROUND THE STATE
tory or phohibitive, and bring about McGee, "Experiences of a Member of
s::ch
as may be found .the 'Third' House;" C. A. Scheurich,
necessary.
"The Eastern New Mexico
Normal
A complete
Quemado Store Sold.
file of freight, express (School for Clovis;" Prof. V. F. Grif-jf:D. B. Baca and brother X. G. Baca and passenger tariffs of all
"The Elements of a Nickle Coin
companies
were in from Quemado the past week. operating within the state is
as Illustrated in Our Guest of Honor."
inbeing
1'. B. Baca has sold his interest in stalled, and the
general rate situation This was perhaps the happiest hit of
the Rio Quemado Supply Company's
the entire state will be gone the evening. C. E. Dennis, "The
affecting
store to his brother who will manage into
Politician:" Alex Shipley.
thoroughly by the commission as
it in the future. Magdalena Xews.
soon as practicable.
The shippers, "Legislation from the Viewpoint of a
Mr. Hogan, "An Office
however, will fully appreciate the Financier:"
Horse Falls on Rider.
a Man vs. a Man Seeking an
Peeking
of
this
undertaking which Office:" H. A. Armstrong, "The Per
Sam Holstein had the misfortune magnitude
will necessarily involve
much time
to have a horse fall with him Sunday
of the Race Question;"
plexities
at Jack Bruton's ranch, breaking both and labor.
AValter Zerwer, "The Effect
of the
The commission will gladly enter- Governor's Veto Power." Among the
bones of his left arm just above the
wrist. He was brought to town where tain and promptly act upon any act gentlemen who paid
a personal
Dr. Thomas attended him. Magdalena or all complaints or grievances filed tribute to the guest of honor were:
News.
by shippers, or the public in general, Messrs. B. D. Oldham,
Duckworth,
incident to the transportation of Studevant, Curren, Greatham, WinSpider Bite is Dangerous.
freight and passengers involving ques- ters, Lashier, Prichett, ,T. A. Nichols,
George Reynolds who was bitten tions of rates, rules and regulations, Poach,
Orlofskey,
Martin,
Neigh
some time ago by a poisonous spider o:' transportation companies, operat- Carmack, Dillon and Mayor E. R.
a
of soine kind, is still in
somewhat ing within its jurisdiction.
Hart. To the toasts and personal
He was under the: Instances may be found by
serious condition.
tributes, Representative Nichols reshippers
care of the doctor of Hoods ranger where the
speech
rates on certain sponded in a
present
which was full of good sense and
station, but was iater brought home commodities between various
points wit. Mr. Nichols
to this place. Magdalena Xews.
is a railroad con
within the state are prohibitive, due
ductor, and was elected to the legisto the fact that the matter of
Wool Coming In.
thereof has not been prop- lature largely as a result of the efforts
There is an immense quantity
of erly submitted to the railroad com- of the railroad men of Clovis.
wool arriving and supplies going out
pany interested, and as the rate deDon't miss Sunday's program. It's
these days. It is surprising the volpartment of this commission was creume of business done in this small ated for
great.
that
the
commission
purpose
place. Dozens of from four to ten
of
horse teams are bringing in wool and respectfully asks the
in bringing to its notice any
shippers
are then loaded with provision and
STENZEL ECZEMA LIPUI
such rate adjustments found to be
supplies of various kinds to be taken
back to the ranches. Magdalena necessary in order to encourage, stimulate, develop and market the proA clear white liquid for cleansing
Xews.
ducts of this state, and to support, purifying and healing skin and
scalp
and foster its industries.
diseases.
Gould Shoots Himself Accidentally. protect
The
commission
will
take
or
Stops itching
pleasure
burning instantly;
Ray G. Gould, immigration inspector in
submitting such questions to the cures eczema permanent.
stationed in El Paso, was accidentally
A few days after using the Liquid
shot in the left leg Wednesday even- transportation companies and lend
all the assistance within its power the disease begins to disappear.
ing when his .45 revolver dropped
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fischfrom his pocket and discharged. The with a view of effecting relief in such
bullet struck Gould in the left leg cases. If any shipper has a complaint er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
above the knee, shattering the bone to file, or a suggestion to offer along
and inflicting a serious wound.
He these lines, the commission will be
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
was taken to the hospital and an ef- pleased to receive such complaints
fort will be made to prevent an opera- and suggestions and lend its assisEXPRESS LINE.
tance in getting such matters amication and amputation.
bly adjusted for the benefit of the peoj

100

'

& Co.

Express

General Express Forwarders

Why Import Mineral Water ?
T

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

Parts of the World.

CAVC ItlOMPV and mconvenience Dv Purchasing Wells
OV I 14 illlilLI Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
II

Payable

u'

Throurhout

AM An
MFYIPft
fvmmim,
muuvu

C

and All Foreign
Countries

A

e

j

SENT

RRMITTANCES

TELEGRAPH

BY

Santa Fe, N.

W. C. LONG, Agt.,

M.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

LIVERY RIGS.

S

J.

139

R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

From

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

fifteen-minut-

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at V
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other 3.
Good covered- hacks and good
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
TOc.
Noodle
Order
a
french
disn,
furnished commers al men to take In N
Kew York Chop Suey BOc the
surrounding tons. Wlr E'.nbudo
-

T

W W V W W W W

W W

V w w w w

Rooms With Bath

TIE

Station-

-

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBANY HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To Be Completed July

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK

1st, 1912.

,

X

X
X
,
X

ple of

ELK WILL GO TO
HAMILTON MESA.
Because of Many Complaints
Three Herds Will Be Re- moved From Range.
Game Warden T. C. de Baca
has completed
arrangements
to place the Elk now at the
Xordhaus pasture in Gallinas
Canon, forty miles east of
Santa Fe, and the two bunches
near Cimarron Colfax county,
on the Pecos national forest,
the supervisor of the forest, T.
R. Stewart, having made pro- vision for their range on the
Hamilton
Mesa
north
of
The bunch in the
Cowles.
Gallinas Canon is to be roped
by "Buffalo" Jones, who will
also crate them and deliver
them to Trout Springs on
The Santa Fe Rail- wagons.
way Company has agreed to
carry them free of charge to
Las Vegas. From there they
will be transported to the Pe- cos forest. Game Warden de
Baca will shortly go to Colfax
county, to arrange for the cap- tare and transportation of the
other two bunches of Elks
who have been doing much
damage to farms. Every ef- fort will be made to make the
transfer as inexpensive as
possible to the state.

the state.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. fed 76
For Full Information Call,

(light
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
ODS,

OW1
IS QUITE SO

The Tailor

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for thefray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Will clean, press, repair

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Phone Red 161.

Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

Local Showers Iocal showers are
predicted for tonight and tomorrow.
Yesterday the maximum temperature
was 77 degrees, the minimum 53 degrees and the relative humidity only
18 per cent. There was
of
an inch of rain but heavier showers
fell in the foothills and mountains.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous linWhen
ing of the Eustachian Tube.
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness, caused by
catarrh, that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills for consti, Take
pation.
Congressman George Curry baa
written friends in Roswell that he
will visit them the latter part of June.
Miss Li! lie Hammer, who conducts

e

MJONESn

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
Writes all the Modern
AND FIDELITY BONDS.
Policies at Lowest Rates.

j

Gum-Sho-

TO

All

Phone 14

We Have It.

e,

j

Wells Fargo

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

j

Vard J3J Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

Dried in Scabs,
Would Dig and Scratch Her Face.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment and Was Cured.

Watery Festers

Costly Equipment Arriving
at Stanley for Santa Fe
Gold Copper Co.
WORK

CIE

FirpiG

AUTOTRUCKS

jnstriu-tiims-

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

BIG

Jonesville, S. C "I suffered wills
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. S.
Kendrick, In a letter from this place,
"and at times, I could not bear to stand
on my feet. The doctor said I would
never be any better, and that I would
have to have an operation, or I would
have a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they operated on me, but I got ao better. They
said medicines would do me no good,
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
improve, so I continued using it. Now,
I ain well, and can do my own work.
I don't feel any pains.
Cardui worked like a charm."
There must be merit in this purely
Tegetable, tonic remedy, for women
Cardui for it has been in successful
use for more than 50 years, for the
treatment o womanly weakness and
disease.
Please try it, for your troubles.

ECZEMA

SAN PEDRO USES

KE A
After Oper:ticn Failed to Help,
Cardui Worked Like a Cfcersn.

the

Quality and Large Variety of

WORKED

s IRnLIER

or alter Ladies' and

Gents' Garments at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

Gents' Custom

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power

J.F.RHOADS

PRICE, $165.00

Step Ladders,
Screens and
Screen Doors

4

With Imported Magneto.trouble
a doubt with

A Motorcycle without

left at the factory.

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.

FURNITURE REPAIRING AND

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in some of the largest

UPHOLSTERING.

104 Galisteo

cities in Europe and America.
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.

101

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

PASH BROS., Agts.,

157 W.

::

Street
SANTA FE, N. Iff

Santa Fe.

blanks prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
3tate form, for sa'e hy th N
Mexican Printing Company.
All legal

Telephone

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already prints
ed et the New Mexican Printing.
Company.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SAXTA FE.
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WOMEN'S OXFORDS

lAGE THRE9

X. M.

With a Discriminating Taste Will Appre
ciate the Beauty and Superiority of Our
Oxfords and Pumps at a Glance.

THE WELL

1

These are Button Models, Ties and Pumps, Patent Kid, Dull Finish
Leather, Handsome Tans, Suedes, Velvets and Satins in Black, White
or in many Choice Colorings.
A Size

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00.

PUMPS
This Is a Strong Advertisement.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior,
V. S. Laud Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
June 10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
on June S, 10i7, made homestead entry, No. 115S8, for lots 7 and 8 and
south half of southeast quarter, section G, township, 13 north, range 9
east, New Mexico meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before the Register
and Receiver of the IT. S. land office,
ar Santa Fe, New' Mexico, on the 19th
day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Juan Sanche", of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Frutoso Gallegos, of Cerril'os, New
Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

pr jces nere Are Always Very Moderate.

and Width for Every Foot,

Come in and Make Us Prove It

in

!

pwi t mrjnw

who knows of any

i women are to become self
substantial reason TRAINING STORE GIRLS
uep ndent and economic. The younger employes
under the laws and regulations of the
IN SALESMANSHIP.Ms
a social problem of grave import in mercantile
houses, although otja
Interior Department why such proof
(appears from the following instance working age have not reached physishould not be allowed will be given Present Inefficiency Means Starvation w hich
though extreme is but one of cal or mental maturity. As a rule
an opportunity at the above mentiontheir entrance untaught into an unTessie Sclilueter
Wages. Girls Start Work
jmany similar.
ed time and place to
tered a store and became a sales- - skilled occupation docs nol stimulate
Instruction.
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
'woman.
For this service she was paid mental development.
Uusually their
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub$:? a week
and after she had been work tends to stupil'y rather than to
(Elizabeth T!eardsley Butler.)
mitted by claimant.
the employe
develop them because
(Exclusive Service The Survey Press there five years she became head
MANUEL R. OTERO,
woman in the millinery department fails to understand its significance.
Register.
Mercantile establishments employ a and received $4. This sum was the Good salesmanship is a compound of
The
large proportion of the woman wage most she ever got during eleven years some science and more art.
science can be taught in the form of
turners of this country. Although the of services.
CALL FOR BIDS.
Inability to bargain, the possibility certain rules and principles. The art
Sealed proposals tor the purchase of types of saleswomen vary from dist-- i
can be developed through experience,
$200.0(10.00 of the bonds of the State rict to district, from city to city, yet Cf marriaee and assistance from their
of New Mexico to be issued under au- tlie requirements for salesmanship in families, as well as the social prefer-al- l wisely .supervised and interpreted.
That industrial instruction will have
cities are fundamentally the same, ence given to mercantile work over
thority- nf an act nf thp First St;itp
Whether they chance to be in small labor in a factory, in part explains a beneficial effect upon the economic
of
New
Mexico
entitled
Legislature
is undeniably true.
In part, status of women
are in such low wages as these.
"An Act providing funds and making cities or large, saleswomen
- however, the reason is to be found in The wages of the selling
force of a
thema
measure
in
class
by
great
appropriations for the first fiscal year selves. Reaction
against the idea of inefficiency of the saleswomen ttiem- - department is calculated at a perceni-:gfor the exnenses of the executive. leer- of the total sales,
if, by the
islative and judicial departments for ,,le department store, demand for the selves.
rile occupation or selling is siip-a- bility of those in charge of the departijit'iu iu
tne payment ot interest on state in- iinesi win in mei
exclusive trade, have brought into posed to require neither training nor ment the number of employes can he
debtedness and sinking fund requiredown tile change produces a net
many special shops but their experience.
It seems an easy way to
being
ments thereof, to defray the expenses
does not as a f,n jn the years which succeed pub-- ; gain for all.
of the educational, state and charit- greater specialization
Tile unskilled worker accepts what
The learning of details
school.
able institutions and hospitals and all rule mean that a more thorough knowor that more professional at- who she deems injustice, because she can
Saleswomen
ft to chance.
ledge
other expenses required
by existing
not make better terms for herself.
laws of the State of New Mexico and titude is required of their employes, - have been long with the house show The trained
worker, because she has
This occupation, simple as it ap- lne
r
stock
the
where
is,
making appropriations for deficieninvolves prompt personal ad- - )(e,t, and if kindly disposed, give her confidence refuses to submit to opNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
cies in revenues of former
fiscal pears,
and quick understanding. It suggestions as to the peculiarities of pressive exactions and seeks new
(015975)
years which deficiencies were incurr- justment
is upon the intelligence of the sales- - buyers. Some one tells her the cus-- i fields. The example of her
Small Holding Claim No. 527S.
ed by the requirements of existing w
is of benefit to her comrades,
oman and upon her attitude to the torn as regards sales checks and other
Department of the Interior.
laws."
customer quite as much as upon the records and with this preliminary! while her consciousness of efficiency
United States Land Office.
Approved June 13, 1912.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4, 1912.
quality of goods that the number and information she is prepared to repre is a source of courage and of joy
Which said bonds are to be dated value of sales depend.
The mercan- sent her employer to his clientele. She to lieiseif.
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has filed no- tile first day of July, 1912, and abso- - tiIe house, however varied in orsiani-lutel- siays in the department to which she
due and payable five years af- - nation, however responsible to pub-te- r is
THEY PUT AN END TO IT.
tice of his intention to make final
assigned, keeps her stock in order,
their date, interest payable semi- - yu. demand, must in the last analysis tries to remember whin new stock
Charles Sable, 3D Cook St., Roches
proof in support of his claim under
sections lfi and 17 of the act of March annually at the rate of six per cent reiy upon its sales force for success conies in and when customers are ter, N. Y., says he recommends Foley
1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended per annum, the interest for said per-- ' an(j the personal efficiency of the
around does not converse more than Kinney hps at every opportunity fe- a
to be evidenced by coupons at-- , ter must keen pace with the imperson- - is
11
cause they gave him prompt relief w
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (21
necessary witn ner
!
efficiency of store organization. To the customer asks for something that from a bad case ot kidney trouble that,
Stats., 470), and that said proof will tacnecl to the said bonds, interest
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at able on the first days of September secure and keep at its maximum this
jn stock she produces it and awaits had long bothered him. Such a rcom-- i
for in en da; ion, coming from Mr. Sable, isjri
If a customer asks
Cuba, New Mexico, on July 35, 1912, and March, both principal and inter- personnel is one problem of the store decision.
Individuals and or- - something that is not in stock she direct and convincing evidence of the
Viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito, New est payable at the office of the State superintendent.
Treasurer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, the i;auizations through personal efforts s(:,tes the fact. She is in reality a great, curativa qualities of Foley Kid-SE
SE
Mexico, for the SW
one- - and reports have called attention to 'counter-server.S. 34, said bonds to be redeemable
SW
SE
S
SE
ney Piils. Fur sale by all druggists.!
N fifth each year, in serial number com- - certain other phases of the niercan-T. 22 N., R. 1 W., SW
NE
But how is expert knowledge to be
of obtained? How is the saleswoman to PRISON CONTRACTS
mencing with number one;
tile industry such as the hours
N
SE
S
NE
SE
of said bonds to be redeemed on the work, the scale of wages paid, the
ARE AWARDED TODAY.
NW
NE
NE
NE
W
wn and recognize types of person-firs- t
of July, 1913.
need of seats for women employes slitios. to grasp what points make Ihe
SE
SE
NE
W
NE
NE
The proposals should be addressed and the importance of more business- - strongest appeal to each type of buyer, New Penitentiary Board I axes up uu- NE
SE
SW
NE
NE
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, New like dealing with employes.
ties M. A. Otero, Chairman,
NE
E
SE
NE
NE
,0 whom she should emphasize utility,
C. F. Easley, Secretary.
Sec. 3, T. 21 N R. 1 W.
NW
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will
Wages in the mercantile industry to whom durability, to whom beauty?
A beginning has already been made
He names the following witnesses be publicly opened on Monday the 15th are practically never complicated by
The board of penitentiary commisto prove his actual continuous ad- day of July, 1912, at the hour of piece rates. The rate per week for throughout the country by stores of
Some sioners are still in session and will
verse possession of said tract for twen- twelve o'clock noon.
'wrappers, for stock girls, for altera- - lr.or advanced management.
O. N. MARRON, jtion hands, for first floor saleswomen effoits are tentative and irregular but not adjourn until late this afternoon.
ty years next preceding the survey of
Treasurer of the State of New Mexico, 'and saleswomen of cloaks and suits, ethers are on a more permanent basis. All of the bids for prison supplies
the township, viz.:
.
lis unaffected by seasonable variation Instruction is given, among other sub- - were opened yesterday and the conEdubigen Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
1
Com-The New
of La Jara, New Mexico, Hilario
! and tends in each occupational
exlcan
group jeets, in certain English branches, in tracts have been awarded but the
rmtlng
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mex- pany is always prepared to turn out toward a fixed point, and that .1 low cash systems and the knowledge of complete list has not yet been com-- j
ico.
your brief and transcript work quick-- ' one, not in one store only but in, textiles and the art of selling special piled. The board organized by the
as well as efficiency in election of former Governor Miguel A.
Any person who desires to protest ly, and at the right price. Give i stores which approximate one grade. merchandise,
This instruction is in the Otero, as chairman, and Charles F.
The social advantages which the mer-- i conduct.
against the allowance of said proof, or atrial.
Icantile industry has over many other form of regular class work conducted Easley as secretary. The board inoccupations open to women, has led by lecturers or teachers engaged for spected the penitentiary and found;
HaBBSam to an over supply of saleswomen. In- - the purpose or in that ot talks gnen conditions as good as can be expected
until some of the much needed im-- l
in any labor by the store superintendent, cepari-grouevitably over supply
lowers the market rate of ment manager or the social secretary, provements are provided for by legiswages. It is to this social cause that Much of the instruction is designed lation.
Insane Patient Dies Nicolas Tru-- j
we may attribute the fact that 81 per primarily to inform the younger meni-'cen- t
women employes in Ral- - Vers of the force about the policies, jillo of Bernalillo county, who was
of
the
H
KY OF
MEXICO
,
itimore stores, although this showing systems or merchandise of the par-- committed to the Xew Mexico hospital
Will
llnbUU I Mill ImU
months ago,;
is worse than it is in some cities, are ticular store but there is a tendency for the insane several
'
well died there Wednesday.
liurial occur-- ;
The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the detaming wages lower than the local to make it of broader range. But
Trujillo was a
cost of living.
organized as the work may be in some red here yesterday.
tails of the struggles and dangers of the early Spanish settlers up to the
That the problem of how sales-- , establishments, as a rule, it lacks son of Mr. and .Mrs. Jose M. Trujillo,
present era. It isthe history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
out who came to I,as Vegas upon learning
. .educational basis and
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
of their eon's death, to make the fun-- ,
methods.
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
The problem of belter equipment eral arrangements. Lns Vegas Optic.
readable type
ifor saleswomen is receiving the atten
mi
is interested ana should know
SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS. ETC.
tion, however, not only of the merabout the wonderful
MARVEL Whirling Spray chants, but of student-- , of social betThe new Vaginal Syringe.
PILLS
a
terment and of philanthropists who
THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO
Best mostconvcnient.
It
wish to see workini; women in a posiA Concise History of the Important Pari that Education Meant to the Settlement
cleanses Instantly.
AU
74
your lriiKir.i for t
"
JH union tl Hruml
and (irowth ot Our State. By Mr Read, in a
i, HUibH
pamph- f Ask your druggistfor
f, s (!vu rilUin Kiel and
tion of greater industrial
security, fc14"LwN
i
let. somethiiii; that should be in every home in the State. Priee. jj"
ilJ mculliA
If he cannot supply
W
rW.'2 t'"cs, sealr'1 viith Ulne
and here and there of school men.
1A
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otherno
Ns.
Take
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no
MARVEL, accept
other,
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address
beI"'awrtShould well planned training
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m
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but send stamp tor illustrated
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Jf DIAMOND f'.UM 11 U.4. f r Ji
book sealed. It jrtves full partlcu- he author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.
come general the effect upon sales
lars and directions ...valuable to ladies.
SOLD BY BBiffiGISTS EVSOTEJIf
MARVEL
women would be two fold personal
CO., UtoulOt Street. Hew fork
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YOU CAN BUY AT TIIE

WHITE HOUSE

e

j

Ladies' House Dresses, $1.50 to $2.00
values, for

09c

to

99c

Ladies' Waists, $1.75 to $2.75 values,

99c

Ladies' Parasols, $1.50 to $2.00 values,

99c
99c

Children's Wash Dresses, $1.25
$2.00 values, for
for

follo-

for

lat-io- d

pay-"a-

4

4

"

1

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

'

Ladies' Princess Slips, Gowns, Skirts,
etc., $1.50 to $2.00 values, for . .

99c

Lot Scrim Lace Curtains with Fancy
Borders, $1.50 values, for . . . .

99c

1

READ'S
h

IIIVI

P

CIA AA i
J3IUUU
jissm Every
fpnfc
vtlllS

Numerous To Mention, for

99c
We have also placed on sale far Next Week
Lot of Lingeree and Silk Dresses, worth
up to $18.75, for
1

$9.95

We are offering about 50 of these beautiful
Dresses for the ONE PRICE. They are in a very

pleasing variety of the season's newest styles
in a full line of sizes.,

Woman

vssf;s

paper-boun-

And a Great Many Other Articles That Are Too

j

p

iSTRfiTFn

val-ue- s,

for

4

4

2

Ladies' Sailor Hats, $1.50 to $1.75

one-fift- h

4

2

4

NEXT WEEK

n

new-come-

2

99c

FOR

e

1

CHICHESTER S

Notice Our
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CATRON BLOCK.

r

MraiNMNBIXBftGrarS

TERRACE ADDITION TO THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.
at

40 per cent, from regular selling price--1- 0
have placed upon the market 100 Fifty-FoLots out of this addition
per ct. down 5 per ct. for eighteen months, without interest or taxes. There are 480 lots left in the addition, and after 100 of them are sold the price of the lots WILL POSITIVELY BE PUT BACK TO THE REGULAR MAP PRICES.
I

ot

Since I have acquired this property three years ago I
have sold over $33,000.00 worth on a basis of the regular
map prices and up to this sale the best discount ever
and that discount only in
given was not to exceed 25
two or three instances where the purchases were large
running as high as $5,000. That the marked prices are
the original can he verified from more than fifty plats
M'ith the price marked upon each lot, which plats are in
dealers and individuals who have
the hands of
addition
lies between the State UniThis
purchased.
versity and the business section of the city on elevated
ground, overlooking the Rio Grande valley for miles. There
has been purchased by the citizens of Albuquerque 1G0
real-esta-

te

acres of land one mile east of the University fur permanent
fair grounds. This means a car line out to the University and on to the fair grounds. When this car line
is built any lot in the Terrace Addition within two blocks
of it will be worth from 50 to 100
more than the present

map prices.
Silver Avenue is the principal street through the addition. This street is graded its entire length and fine
shade trees growing on both sides of the street for ten blocks.
main the full length o
Water is pipe dthrough a
the street. About one third of the lots on Silver Avenue
remain unsold and now come under this discount, although most of them sold brought full map prices.

i

lots
lots
lots
lots
lots
lots
lots
1G lots
20 lots
14 lots
9 lots
7 lots
5 lots
22

45
80
55
102
30
45

at

$100 each
Y,'t "
200 "
at 125 "
at 150 "
at 225 "
at 250 "

at
at

at
at
at
at
at
at

2T5
.'500

325
350

"
"
"
(i

3T5

"

400

"

There are in the addition l(i lots at
4 lots at

450
550

"

"

This is no ordinary real estate offer. There probably
is no other city in the United States with anywhere near
the prospects of Albuquerque that close in lots can bo
purchased for such money, but one hundred of them must
be sold in a hurry. If you are interested write for a full
sized city map showing the Terrace Addition complete,
and also a blue print with the price marked upon every lot.
No reservations out of the 480 unsold lots, you can pick
anv of tlicm.

ALL SUBJECT TO THE 40 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

ffl.

P. STAfflM,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1912.

FE, N. M.

The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Dally in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
aies Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. 92.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
Vice President and General Manager.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureJOHN K. STAUFFER
WILLIAM F. BROGAN,
Associate Editor

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week by carrier
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Daily, per month, by mail
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Weekly. :er year
Weekly, per quarter
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NATIONAL

and Mr. Arthur Hately called at Val- ley Ranch yesterday.
Mr. Stewart ot hi Paso and Mr.
Valley Ranch, X. Mex., June 20, 1912. T1, olf of the
2.00
A'.bunuerque Herald are
A horseback party consisting of the new additions to the
50
Valley Ranch Ang- Misses May and Consuela Bergere lers' Club. Applications to sai dclub

must he accompanied

Valley Ranch Activities.

J3.50
1.00

by a

or

1

better fish caught by the applicant.'.
Mr. Rodgers of the Chicago Board
of Trade, accompanied by his wife
and children will arrive on No. 1 to- -

ng

money-transmitti-

day.

The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New. Mexico. It is sent to
North Carolina fourth district.
egation was seated. This involved two
THE JANUARY SESSION.
every postoffice in the Staie, and has a large and growing circulation
The New Mexican yesterday pub- Roosevelt delegations.
Oklahoma, third district.
of
Southwest.
the
e
and
the
people
prbgressiT
among
intelligent
Credentials Committee Ends.
lished in full, the opinion of Frank W.
Tennessee, second district.
Chairman
that
announced
which
Root
the
Clancy, the attorney general, in
Washington, at large, first, second
that the constitution credentials committee had finished its and third districts.
he declared
Glea-sopositively provided for another ses- work on the contests. Secretary
Bedlam of Yells and Song.
read a statement from the chairsion of the legislature to begin on the
When the Washington contest for
of
man
to
effect
the
the
committee,
The facts to hold fast are these: second Tuesday of next January at 12
delegates at large was brought up, a
eviN The temporary roll call made ".ip by o'clock noon and that there was abso- that all remaining contests had
THE TRIUMPH OF ORDER.
conference was held on the platform
been
unanimous
abandoned.
By
dently
session
X
convena
in
such
which
The Chicago national
the National Republican committee is lutely no way
to arrange for debate on 'lie motion,
cases
consent
all
except
remaining
tion is not so much a triumph X; composed of delegates chosen accord-- j could be constitutionally prevented.
those in Texas were placed on the and Bedlam broke loose on the floor,
of this or that candidate, of
ing to the instructions of the National This was the assertion made by the permanent roll.
'Toot, toot." 'Choo Choo, Choo,
news"1 committee issued as
X one or the other faction, but
other
time
long ago as last New Mexican at the
from "Toot, toot."
The eight delegates-at-largof order.
December and in
the same or papers in the state, advised from what Texas were placed on the permanent
"Slip her in the high." "What
s The Republican party from derly way as such exactly
delegates have been sources, we do not know, were con- roll of the convention by the creden- about the speed limit?" "Sand the
its start was the champion and
elected before.
tending that there would be no ses- tials committee, by 27 to 15.
the track, Watson, your's slipping."
X liberator of the oppressed; its
sion in January. The New Mexican
The 22 delegates from contested
before
were
is
true
It
there
brought
Starting somewhere in the rear the
X principles and ideals were alread the provisions of the constitution Texas districts were seated in a single crowd
contests
committee
My
National
the
began to sing, "Nearer,
X truistic and yet practical.
was i
without argument by the God, to thee," and it swelled into a
234 of them.
We have the on that subject carefully and also
The Republican party knew
X
uy
matter
to
the
No roll call chorus, followed by "Lead,
credentials committee.
confessions of Mr. Roosevelt himself advised in regard
Kindly
X also from the start that it
and of his principal press agent and some of the ablest attorneys who was taken. This completed the con- Light, Amid the Encircling G'oom."
X could not lift the masses to
tests.
of others in his camp that in most helped write the constitution.
Another chorus, across the way,
X higher planes, to greater happiis of more than passing
matter
The
A motion to put the Taft delegates caught the spirit, and began to sing,
founno
these
had
contests
instances
a
X ness, except through
strong
show
serves
to
at arge from Wasninpt0n on the per- - 'John Brown's body," altering the fidation in fact, were not brought with importance in that it
X government, and no governa nal lines of the chorus to, "As we go
a serious intention, but with deliber- once again most concnisivei, mat ior maMnt roll was can.jed without
X ment can be strong unless it is
especially roll call.
ate intent to mislead the people so as information about matters,
X orderly.
rolling on."
to the state capital,
Action Was a Surprise.
to produce "psychological effects." It matters pertaining
X
The price for this lesson was
Senator Root Is Cheered.
under
and
Mexican
New
always
This was a distinct surprise. The
X paid on the battlefields of the
is also true that these contests were the
Senator Root came forward amid
facts TnOKPVpit pnne had been exnected
the
all
circumstances
publishes
of
millions
the
X Civil War, in
iierely all settled without roll call,
and can be relied upon to tQ denland. a iine.up f delegates. The deafening noise of cheers, whistling,
X homes that gave sacrifice so V without petition for roll call, and as they are
and other signs of approval
the truth.
readers
its
give
acquiescence in the viva voce vote booing
X that all of the nation, every
imanv nf thpm wpr settled hv unani
to
and
read,
the
In
paper
other
words,
Beenled t0 take Senator Root by sr.
X mous vote of
X race, might be free.
the committee, Roose- if yon are interested in the happen- The demonstration lasted several
jse
The rule of the majority unX
velt's friends in that body voting with ings of the state capital, is the New
Mr. Root standing smiling,
minutes,
contests
were
the
As
and
laws
proWashington
der
X
his political opponents because the Mexican, the oldest daily newspaper concluded
"Merrily we roll along" and waiting for the noise to subside.
X cedure is fundamental in a reRoose-ve!t
cause
was
and
Taft
the
just
in the state.
Tenth Texas district and Four"Rambled" were added to the vocal
X public that desires to survive.
cause unjust. It is true that
teenth Texas district, also fifteenth
program.
X Again and again, small minorithere was serious division in the case
"After the Washington contests had district, went through in short order.
WILL LIKELY BE
X ties under various pretexts and
of perhaps half a dozen of these con- NOMINATIONS
been
decided there was a lull in the In the fifteen district, the Roosevelt
NIGHT.
storm
to
RURING
MADE
banners
have
X
sought
tests. , In some cases there was room
roceedings.
de'egates were seated.
X the citadel of Republicanism,
for honest difference of opinion.
It
Victor Rosewater, retiring chairman
When at last it became quiet, Mr.
From Page One.i
X but have always miserably
(Continued
is just as true that Mr. Roosevelt's
of the Republican national committee, Root made a brief speech of thanks.
X failed.
cause is represented in that commitfor the laws which are in appeared on the floor in the midst of He introduced Henry J. Allen, of KanThe moment that the RepubX
tee by practical politicians well blessings;
X lican party surrenders its orleague with us and the forces which the delegation where the delegates sas, to make a statement. Allen beknown as political bosses in their own are our friends; for the wealth of were making a great fuss over him, gan by
X ganization to a minority, no
reading the statement of Mr.
states and in their own homes, men mountains and that more real of the shaking hands and patting him on the Roosevelt.
X matter whether this minority
watched in politics by their opponents generous soil; for the products of the back. It was another evidence of the It was the hope of party leaders as
X calls itself the champions of the
unscrup-X people, or the Progressives, or X because of their
field and forest and far resounding wave of good humor which had swept the fifth day of the Republican naulousness in 'politics and of their sea; for home and school and sane- - over the convention since yesterday,
X anything else, that moment the
tional convention opened to conclude
As the wait for further reports con- crooked ways in politics.
X party will have ceased to exist,
tuary; for flag and country; for. light
the work late tonight. Before going
California
the
X that day this nation will receive X
delegates began tc the convention hall, Governor Hnd-leIt is all very edifying to hear Fran- - and liberty and life; and above all, tinned,
to
shout "We want Teddy'' and in a
X a fatal blow, that day the rule X) ri T Hnv tll Rpnntnr ATnrrnv for the revelation of Thyself in the
conferred for some time with Colmoment
the Roosevelt
X of the majority under orderly
delegates onel Roosevelt.
Crane that he "has no respectability face of Jesus Christ.
X procedure will pass away and
to lose." it is just as edifying to hear
"We rejoice in the great things throughout the hall were standing on
'I shall remain in the convention,"
airs joining in the shout. It
X factions innumerable under the
party lnelr
Bill Flinn of Pittsburg, Pa., shouting represented here today-- the
declared amidst cheers.
11
Had'.ey
was
wn
acthe last of, the WashX pretext of some good to be
:"
about political dishonesty. Cecil Lyon of freedom and equality, courage and
"YVe will not participate with you in
cases was disposed of and at
X complished, will seize the psyingtoii
and
of Texas is undoubtedly spotless in patriotism, progress
prosperity
scuttling the ship," said Mr. Allen.
X chological moment to impose
with its background of triumphant his- 12:25 the session was still in suspen "We
politics as an angel from heaven
do not bolt, we have fought you
was
It
an
sion.
unofficial
deleX their will on the majority.
recess,
if you take his own word for it and tory. We thank Thee for the princi
here
five
days for a square deal. We
gates
about
floor
the
The Republican party does
and
X
moving
gathturn your eyes away so as not to see ples, achievements and leaders of this
fhall sit here in protest and the peom groups
X not set its face against pro'ing
for
and
Lincoln
for
Grant,
how low his brows hang like a pent- Party;
ple who sent us "here shall judge us,"
Texas Delegates Seated.
It
X gress and progressiveness.
house over his eyes. But if there is Garfield, Harrison and McKinley; the
said the governor."
The
convention
came
to
order
X has never ceased to progress,
again
of vanished years;
and
Whether I shall join any party trit
any bunch on the Taft benches ot heroesthe patriots of
2:12 p. m. The
at
X it has always furnished the
report
today, who are
patriots
that convention that can match !n po- yea,
the
Republican party is a question."
"
was
X leaders in political and ecol,,c
ai large
striving for the maintenance of that Presented. This '8aies
r
litical reputation Bill Ward of
Colonel Roosevelt gave little heed
was a Taft contest.
X nomic thought, and it has alof
the
is
which
guarantee
democracy
county, New York, Bill Flinn human
X ways kept up with the times.
lavoreu tne ratt dele- tcday to the proceedings of the conrights and equal justice to gates. uuiuiui.ee
of Pennsylvania, our Hiram of SacraThe
Taft
X But it has done so with the
delegates at large vention, bending his efforts chiefly to
all.
.rom Texas were seated by the con ward the formation of the new party.
X assent of the majority, within
mento, and Heney of the dickens
"We
this
upon
pray Thy blessing
vention.
knows where, he has got a bouquet of
X the Constitution and the law.
Another Wild Parade.
these delegates upon whom
First Texas district there was no
The Roosevelt uproar lasted a long
New leaders have frequently
X
political posies that "stick fiery off, assembly,
devolve the arduous responsibilties. minority rennrt
the Tnft rioimic time. Five minutes after it Btarted,
indeed."
X taken the place of the old; the
uiiiiu uiuu iiieui :ieaiuetis ui vision, were seated
X party is always in process of
the Roosevelt delegates began a wild
Second
sirengiu oi purpose, ana purity ot
le"d by New Jersey, followed
Texas linftnininn
A KEYNOTE SOUNDED.
...
.
X orderly but not revolutionary
I parade,
n;,Ln
that
patriotism,
they may
X reorganization.
The selection of Senator Root as talter nor fail in the execution of lavorauie to the Taft delegates, adont. by California, Kansas and Oklahoma.
ed and tne delegates seated
As the head of the parade reached
X
Here in New Mexico too,
chairman of the Chicago convention duty
In the third Texas district, the con-- the head of the left hand aisle, where
X the party will be reorganized;
is commented upon in the news colwe pray Thee, the President testants, Roosevelt delegates, unani- - Michigan was seated, a fight broke out.
V it was partly reorganized at
umns as a victory for Taft, for the or "Bless,
tne t nitea states. We thank Thee mously favored by the committee The police pounced upon the fighters
X the Las Vegas convention and
Taft forces.
for the inspiration of his leadership were seated amid great noise. Fourth! instantly, and the parade was swung
X the fuss kicked up then was
It is all of that; but it is a the
and the greatness of his achievements, fifth, and seventh districts of Texas in the opposite direction.
X by some of the men who had
times more than that. It is a
"Bless the Governor of this State Taft delegates seated.
X been leading but who were reThen Chairman Root pounded for or
victory for orderliness.
and of all the States. Bless all law
X tired by the majority. The reEighth and ninth Texas district, the der. At first the noise only increased
Colonel Roosevelt's program, Ivom u.aKers ana magistrates, tsiess our committee s report was adopted,
X volt was not led by new men,
but delegates began to sit down. Slowthe fust, has been one of disorder. A entire citizenship. Grant that we may
Permanent Organization Made
X but by old men no longer acly the din subsided. Allen, with upX ceptable to the majority in the
candidate ue possesseu oi a Kiiowieuge mat snau it was generally understood that raised hand, was signalling to the
triumph for the third-terwould mean the undoing of scori-- of dispel darkness, and a virtue that with the completion of the organiza-shal- crowd to quiet. Quiet ensued after
X party government.
There was
banish evil.
And so may we tion, the Roosevelt people would dp. twenty-thre- e
X at the same time the adoption
minutes of demonstrajears of deliberation, of natural evowalk in dare their position of
X of a platform far more prolution in government, in manners, in dwell together in liberty,
tion.
nun m mj iner proceedings of the
X gressive than any that had precustoms. The first decisive step tak- Hem, auu uiuve
Allen asked the crowd to be quiet
iuij ji uui mgu vention.
X ceded it. It was a platform
en by the Republican convention is
during his remarks. He said he was
"We pray for our land and nation.
The report of the committee on per- - not speaking to create a demonstraX adopted by the majority under
proof that the Roosevelt
program Save us from vice
and violence, envy manent organization, recommending tion but to state the case of the proX rules based on law and precedoes not meet the approval
of men
X dent.
who are best qualified to comprehend and hatred, restlessness, revolution that the temporary list, headed by Sen- - gressives and explain therr action durand ruin.
ator Root, be made permanent, was ing the remainder of the convention.
X
There will be further reorwhat that program means.
"Command Thy blessing, we pray adopted.
X ganization at the coming state
Steam Rollered Too Much.
The disorderliness of Roosevelt Las Thee, not alone upon our own land,
Johnson Quits Convention,
X convention: there will be emAllen said the steam roller had exbeen seen in unmistakable ways dur- but upon all the nations of the earth,
Governor Johnson left the conven- - ceeded the speed limit in the CaliforX bodiment of new and advanced
ing every step in the present cam- and especially upon the nations that tion hall, declaring he would not sit nia case. V'Since then," said he, "wo
X policies in the platform, for the
paign. He has given no heed to the grope in gloom. Bring upon them the in the convention during the nomina- - have asked for no roll call. He declared
X Republican party, even in New
custom of Repiblican-ism- , beauty of spring and the fruitfulness tion for President nor be bound
X Mexico, is progressive.
But it
its that Roosevelt upon his retirement
which holds that a President who oi summer, ana nasten tne ciouaiess acts. Governor Johnson, in a by
X will be an orderly reorganizafrom the White House left an overstate-(iawhas served faithfully during one term
of peace, where the war drums ment said all of the California delega- - whelming Republican majority, a recX tion, just like that at Chicago;
of office shall be rewarded by a sec- snaii De neara no longer ana wnere xion aesired to retire with him but ord on which Taft was elected on a
X whatever
takes
realignment
ond nomination.
And in failing to the battle flag shall be furled in the that he requested them to remain to progressive platform. He pointed to
X place will be at the command
X of the majority under laws that
give heed to this rule, he has, inci- parliament of man. And unto Thee carry out the general plan of the the Democratic gains since.
X assure the rule of the people
Roosevelt's Name Is Cheered,
dentally, violated the broader rule win we ascrme tne praise and glory Roosevelt delegates,
Not more than 100 delegates were
X and at the same time safethat no good man may betray his forever, Amen."
Allen's first mention of Roosevelt's
Wilful Liars Said Devine.
in their seats at 9:45. The
X guard
the square deal to
friend and seek to destroy him.
galleries name started a tremendous cheering
X the minority.
Chicago, 111., June 22. Chairman were practically empty. Not a single in which all the Roosevelt delegations
He has brought the charge of fraud
How else can any party sucX
in the matter of the selection of dele- Devine of the credentials committee, ofiicial had put in an appearance
participated with scores of people in
R. R. McCormick of Illinois,
a Cept Sergeant-at-ArmX cessfully govern itself, or govthe galleries. The Taft delegations
Stone
who
gates though it has been demonstratX ern the state or the nation?
ed that there was no ground for this Roosevelt supporter, and member en- ,vas bll8y conferring witn hig assis. sat still, watching the rest of the
in
a
in
heated
the tanta and tne conventlon lice Th
X XXXX.
argument
ciowd, but taking no part in the demcharge in nearly every instance and gaged
room today over a state- - waa
of an
so again the rule of orderliness was comm.ttee
onstration.
tak
Roosevelt
ment signed by Roosevelt men attack- - dtmoustratlon
Keep Hold of the Facts.
There were large sections of the
chairman Root issued
disregarded.
the work of the committee.
, ga'lery, too, wTiere
He demanded the retirement of the ing
the people were
It will not do in this week of ImMr. Devine declared that the Roose- I
SeTeT'&
Committee
before
their velt members of the eommittee were
Were t0 sitting motionless. Mr. Allen's speech
passioned oratory and political tur- National
nodf,esaVes
allowed
moil at Chicago to take at its face terms of office were terminated; "wilful liars "
hall. Or- - was a declaration that the Roosevelt
ders
were
issued
value the vociferous declamation of more disorder.
bar
ban" people repudiated this convention and
t0
alf
Hughes Will Not Run.
He advocated, and his followers
any citizen, however ardent as a "proFrederick C. Tanner of New York "erS" ,U was 10:43 wnen Chairman its work and, without a physical bolt,
Ro0t dropi'ed nis gave1'
:
appealed to the people.
gressive."
practiced, every other conceivable gave out the following telegram from
The rules committee report was laid
What the staid American citizen scheme for the overturning of those Justice Rughes:
Limit
Broken.
Speed
'
must do if he would "clear his mind who are opposed to him in the convenTne f oor was in confusion, and the on the table after Mr. Allen had con"Rabbi Wise's statement published
cluded his speech, as also was the
of cant," as Dr. Johnson used to say, tion disorder
again. Nor do all yesterday states my position. Please aisles were crowded,
minority report on the same subject.
and not be misled by phrases used these things take account of the RoosNo
sooner
had
Root
announced
nomon
that
as
effort
my behalf
stop any
"for psychological effect," is to keep evelt program for the recall of ination in any event would be de- - ,ne convention was opened than a This kept the convention working unhold of facts.
stentorian voice from the galleries der the rules of the last convention.
judges and Judicial opinions, the clined."
Former Vice President Fairbanks
shouted:
"All aboard."
It Is no doubt an edifying spectacle crowning disorder of all.
Sherman Is Taken III.
came forward amidst cheers from the
DrAs
The selection of Senator Root is
Hil'
the
calculated to impress the minds of all
Y.
Sherman of the Illinois
concluded,
Iiwrence
prayer Taft delegates, and presented the rethe civilized world with the greatness not primarily important because it delegation mentioned for the vice Bome one ' the gallery yelled, "Toot, port from the committee
on resolutoot-and there was much laughter, tions the
o America, the inte!ligence of its cit- means a point gained for President presidential nomination
ill
became
proposed platform.
The good nature which prevailed
izens and the wonderful possibilities Taft, or a blow struck at Colonel with a stomach disease and at 12:15
It is important chiefly was taken from the Coliseum to aI' of yesterday afternoon was again
involved n "progress" and "reform" Roosevelt.
evident.
because It means that the forces of an Emergency hospital.
when governors of commonwealths
and leaders in political arenas are evo'ution are quietly, irresistibly movThe convention was called to order The convention received the
and ing forward, and that the shallow or
at 1:39 p. m. after a loss of 'dfintials committee reports on
shouting through megaphones
American.
two hours. There was no min-- ' tests as follows:
without them "liar," "thief," "bandit," insincere who would turn the land
At N'ew York First game R. H. E.
:
2 7 2
"plunderer," "rascal" and on to the over to revolutionary forces shall not ority report in the fifth Virginia dis-- Mississippi, at large, second, fifth, New York
trict contest and the uninstructed del- - sixth and seventh districts.
end of'the billingsgate dictionary.
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J. PALEN, President.
L. A. HUGHES,

B. READ.

Cashier.
Assistant

F. McKANE,
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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How About That Fire Insurance?

'.

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY
GENERAL

'

time-honore- d

j

n

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
SSS3SS53SSZI

ACD1DENT & HEALTH

Easy Payments.

INSURANCE.

Easy Payments.

Very Small Monthly Cash Premium Will Give You
BEST COMWXATION ACCIDENT ASP HEALTH 1MSURAXCE WRITTEN
Illness and Accident Benefits pay you $20.00 to $120.00 per month.!
A

f

"

This Policy Covers Every Accident and Every Illness
Let Us Kxplain It to You.

GENERAL

KOOM 21, CAPITAL CITY
BANK BLDG.

HALL & HALL

AGENTS

Batteries:
McConnell, Thompson ket steady. Territory and western meand Sweeney, Street; Hall and Cady. diums 16(S1S; fine mediums 15(gl7;
fine

National.

Batteries: Brown and Kling;
and Meyers, Hartley.
v ...
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
4
7 4
Philadelphia
12 10 'i
Washington
Batteries: Coombs, Pennock, and
Lapp; Hughes, Musser and Henry.
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
.2 6 1
Pittsburg
1

Cincinnati

Batteries: Camnitz
Sugs and Clarke.

and

I

4

Gibson;
R. Hi E.
.9 12 5

At Brooklyn
Brooklyn

10

lo.

Kansas City.
Kansrt3 City, Mo., June 22. Cattle
Receipts 200, including 100 Southerns. Market steady. Native steers,
$S.759.50; Southern steers, $5.80
8.35; Southern cows and heifers, $3.50
6 25; native cows and heifers, $3.25
$4.25
8.75; stockers and feeders,
C.50; bulls, $4.006.25; calves, $4.00
(58.00; western steers,
$5.7a'9.00;
Western cows, $3.506.50.
Cotton.
New York, June 22. Spot cotton
closed quiet; middling uplands 11.65;
middling gulf 11.90. No sales.

R. H. E.
5 12 4
17 22 4

At Boston.
Boston
Xew York

New Mexican

..8 8 5
Philaedlphia
Batteries: Stack, Yingling, Ragon, brings results.
Kent and Miller; Erwin, Brennan
Schultz, and Killifer, Dooin.

want

DAY

r

'
Closing Quotations.
New York, June 22. Call moneyJ
Silver
nominal; Prime paper 4l-4- ;
611-2- ;
Mexican dollars 48; AmalgaAtchison
mated 87; Sugar 129
1071-4- ;
Great Northern 134; .New
York Central 117
b.; Northern PaSouthcific 120
b.; Reading 167
Union Pacific
ern Pacific 1101-2;- 1691-4- ;
Steel pfd. 110
Steel 69
Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, 111., June 22 Wheat, July
106
Sept. 103
Corn July 72
Sept.
4

2

Pork July
Lard, July
Ribs July

.

18.67
10.90&92
10.471--

2

50.

Wool.

St. Louis, Mo., June 22.

aes

always

INDEPENDENCE

MARKET REPORT

.

ex-an- d

SANTA FE, N. M.

AGENTS,

The Montezuma Hotel,

West-chetse-

s

Then Act!

Think About It!

well-know- n

long-awaite-

FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Wool mar

!

t

July 4th, 1912

REDUCED RATES
from all points in New Mexico
TO SANTA FE AND RETURN

One and

one-four-

fare for

th

the round trip.'

'

Between other Stations in New Mexico,
will only be sold for the round trip
one-wa- y
tare is $7.60 or less.

tiekets

where the

Dates of Sale, July 3rd and 41b, to
Santa Fe on July 5th, also.
H. S. LUTZ,

HU

Santa Fe, N.M.

s

XXXXXX

The "Arnold" Massage Vibrator

Z ZZ It,
?

FREE DEMONSTRATION AT

THE

j

CAPITAL
I

PHARMACY

J
I

!

-

AlsoatResidenceby Appointment
Phone', Main 41

"

BASEBALL

For Scalp Treatment

ere-agai- n

IBUST DEVELOPMENT.

y

It's Worth Trying-- -

For Health and Beauty.

I
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

President

Business

THE OPEN ROAD.
Nature' Is mother to yon, boy,
She teaches you by night and day,
She. shoes your feet with strength and
joy;
She journeys with you on the way.
No film, as yet, no blur to blind,
Clear-eyed- ,

H. F

W. E. GRIFFIN

'I

r

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

you

take the better part;

Comrade you are of sun and wind,
The summer warmth
is at your

heart.

$ Established

1356.

When you are man, O lilting youth,
Why not as lightly, with no load,
Still student, go to school to truth,
Singing along the open road?
(John Vance Cheney, in Youth's
Companion.)

1903

Incorporated

,

11.

S. Arno'd, the

upper 1'ecos

ran- -

cher, spent the day in town.
W. D. Shea returned last evening
K from a business trip to Las Vegas.
W. M. Pot sen, the St. Joe hardware
3
he local
salesman, is calling on
trade.
Corporation Commissioner Hugh II.
Williams will not return from Denting
until July 1.
Mrs. V. Moore and K. V. Moore of
Sherman, Texas, are guests at the
Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Phillips came
down from Velarde, Kio Arriba county, last evening.
Land Commissioner It. P. F.rvien
has gone on an official trip to the
on All
lower Pecos valley.
Former County Commissioner Jose
Line of
Inez Roybal of Ildefonso. was a business visitor in town today.
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval will go to
Taos next week to dedicate the fine
new- church just eomp'oted.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
left last evening for Albuquerque and
will return next week with Mrs.
Away Down.
Clancy.
M. S.
Commissioner
Corporation
Groves and fa:rily are expected to arrive today from Carlsbad,
Eddy
county.
Mrs. N. P.. Laughlin will return
week after next from Dallas, Texas,
where she attended the f meral of her
Phone 36.
P. O. Box, 219.
father.
Governor McDonald and Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan N.
White are expected home from Mora
on Monday.
Governor McDonald and Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan
N. White were guests of honor today
a" a banquet at Mora.
J'.
of
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Freeman
W.
and
P.
Tearse,
Kansas,
Dighton,
-BONDS
Jr., of Winona, Minnesota, are tourist
visitors in the Capital.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus McGillivray of
Estancia, are the guests for several
weeks of General and Mrs. C. F. Eas- ley on Galisteo street.
M. G. Keenan, of Springer, Colfax
t
We
every- -'
county, and inspector of the cattle
sanitary board, is in the Capital on
of First-Cla- ss
in
reform school matters.
Quite a crowd of people left this
forenoon on horseback for San Juan
pueblo, to attend the fiesta there on
St. John's day, Monday.
of
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Lehniann
Vaughn, Guadal.tpe county, and Miss
Phone, Red 189.
Alma Lehmann of Galveston, Texas,
:
New Mexico.
:
Santa

are guests at the Montezuma.
Mrs. Sarah AsthT, who was the efficient postmistress of the legislative

house has gone to Tans for a visit
with her sister, Mrs. Fred McCabe.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Filadelio C. k Ilnca has
returned from Las Vegas where he
attended the Loretto commencement.
Goernor and Mrs. McDonald will
go to Clayton, I'nion county, next
week, where a banquet and reception
will be tendered tin :n on next Saturday.
Mrs. T. P. Martin of Taos, has left
for an extended visit with relatives
in Vancouver, B. C. Mis. Burton, her
guest from Las Vegas, accompanied
her.
The picnic of the Presbyterian Sunday school on next Tuesday promises
to be a most enjoyable affair. He
tween
ana ion persons expect v

attend.

Foulards and Messalines

Values for

$1.25

Great Reduction
Beautiful

Summer Tissues.
Summer Lawns.

All the Latest Novelties in Silk Parasols
Prices

II

BROS. COMPANY

(inVu range

'

V

REAL ESTATE

SURETY

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
have
Lands and Mining Property.
Investments.
the line
thing

!

O.C.WATSON & CO.

to

119 San Francisco St.,

Fe,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

J. li. McFi
Jr., and J. F. Co'lins
left tli is morning on the Santa Fe
train for the Valley ancii troni where
they will ride several horses to Santa Fe.
X. Salmon, S. G.

Corfu-right-

.

M. A.

MILLINERY
the balance

of

FIVE

We Do What We Advertise

IN- -

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGH LI M,

PAGE

Great Bargains

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

M.

Safety Spelled the New Way

this month

:

BENJAMIN'S CLOTHING
It will pay you to compare our Goods and Prices before
ing. We carr' a complete line of

MRS. W. LINBBAROT,
125 Palace Ave.

DRY GOODS

cd for the event, the electrical display
in particular, being one of the strong
features. .Many new and interesting
departures will be among the an factions of that occasion and il is
the fete this year will be the
most successful ever held.
Mrs. Frank P. Xewhall was the hostess during the week at two well appointed card parties at which her
many Santa Fe friends were pleasantThe first party was
ly entertained.
given on Wednesday afternoon and
'the second on Fiiday afternoon. Mrs.
Xewhall was assisted in entertaining
by Mrs. James Xewhall, her moiher- of Albuquerque, who
is a
guest in Santa Fe lor the summer.
i ne .vwna:i Home was
prettily deco- rated, the color scheme being pink and
while with the seasonable llowers and
green forming the center.
Peonies,
roses and sweet peas were used in
abundance.
During the afternoon,
dainty refreshments were served at
the card tables.
Somewhat of a surprise to their
many friends was the marriage Thurs- day evening of George Feffler of
firm of Leffler & Field, at. Deming and
Miss Laura Hon. The service was per-- !
formed by W. E. Foulke at his home
at Deming. The couple left last night
or. a hc.neymoon trip, again surprising
their friends who expected them to;
leave Friday morning. Their dstina-- j
!lir,M anil thp illivjltinn nf tlipii- trin iii'o'

AND MILLINERY.

JULIUS H. GERDES,

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

buy-

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

GET IN OUR BAND WAGON
Silk and

We Have the Finest Line of
Embroidery Dresses in

the City

and all we want is a chance to show you what we have. Did
you see the display of WHITE HAND BAGS, the very latest
in that line. The price is right and they are the swell thing

to carry.

'A

'A

r,
i

A

i

A

A

SELiJl

'A

OR!

A
G
GOODS
ADOLF
Ortiz and Jake Levy will go to Las
A
Vegas tomorrow in Mr. Salmon's car
and will visit the camps of the rival
pugilists.
The commencement,
at
exercises
St. Michael's College, on .Monday,
are the last of this year, and are
bringing quite a number of visitors to
SPECIAL SALE OF
Santa Fe.
J. A. French of Las Cruces, who will
succeed State Engineer C. D. Miller,
arrived last evening from Denver
where he finished writing
up his
notes for the reclamation service.
.
Misses Iluth and Helen
Laughlin
are expected home next week, .Miss
Helen from Northampton, Mass., and i Francis Henry Bergen of New York
AT REDUCED PRICES
a guest of Branson M. Cutting on
Miss Ruth from Colorado Springs and
Buena Vista Heights.
Denver, where she met her sister.
Lawrence Lee. nephew of Federal
The Saturday club is meeting this
afternoon with Mrs. A. M. Bergere, District Clerk Harry F. Lee, slopped
Mrs. Bergere's guests are Mesdames over in Santa Fe yesterday on hi3
A Well Selected Stock to Please Every Taste
Wright, Diaz, and Manderfield and way home from an eastern university
and Every Purse.
to
Albuquerque.
ConMisses Eugenia .Manderfield and
nelly.
AKERS-WAGNE- R
CO.
Druggist A. J. Fischer finds he is
unable to go to the national Elks'!' THIRTEEN YEAR OLD
SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
BRIDE AT ANTHONY.
meet at Portland, Oregon, to which
The
bridgegroom
prospective
E1
he was a delegate from Santa Fe
looking out between the bars
Lodge. O. C. Watson, his alternate,;
to
in
cell
his
El
the
city Jail at
will go instead.
Paso and the little bride-to-bA. R. McCord, chief clerk in t he ofwaiting for him in Anthony,
fice of Surveyor General March, has
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
Dona Ana county, comprise an
returned from a
sojourn
act
in the romance of Marie
IN THE UNITED STATES
at Long Beach, California. Mrs. McWallace, said to iie TJ years of
THERE ARE
Cord remains in California with Mr.
each year. Your earning power is
and John Stigell, who gave
age,
and Mrs. A. C. Ireland, formerly of
his age as 2!) years. The couple
certainly worth protection against
this city.
have known each other five
frequent losses Then is not the
Misses Mary and Amelia McFie who
weeks.
OF ILLNESS
fact that EVERY ILLNESS, whether
CAStS
for the
have been in Albuquerque
known or unknown, is covered by
returned
home today.
liast, month
DISABILITY POLICY
CASUALTY
FIDELITY
AND
the
were
the
Misses
They
accompanied by
Eand Program, June 23.
of
and
careful
consideration
consequent action?
who
Bernice
worthy
Lillian and
liesselden
"Oh, Von Beautiful Doll" March .
OJ
wil: be bouse guests at the McFie resA. Moret
Li.
idence for the summer.
"Incense"
Morceasu Charnsteristic
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
a
former
A.
university
Smith,
Roy
W. E. Holmes
student who has been working for the
"Le Claire" Overture
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT- Santa Fe at Winslow for some time
Da'bey
past, was here yesterday on his way "Lucrezia
Borgia" Fantasie
He will return to
home to Portales.
Donizetti
the institution this fall to complete
"At the l.atinee"- Waltzes
his studies. Albuquerque Journal.
Raymond Howe
Among the charming affairs of the
Da Vila
week was the meeting of the Auction "Maria" Mex. Dance
Bridge Club with Mrs. Ilayden on "Persian Lamb" Apeperette
Percy Wenrich
Capitol Hi'l. Mrs. S. G. Morely and
Mrs. Kegel of Raton were guests of "Old Home- "- .Match
Charles Dennice
the club. The prize' was a silver bon
B. Ramirez, director.
Lou dish and it was captured by Mrs.
iiuffer after a pleasant contest.
C.
Mrs. H. B. Piatt of St. Ixniis, who GOVERNOR WILL
THE LATEST IN
DECIDE MONDAY.
has been in the city for the past
415 Palace Avenue.
::::
Phone. Black 204.
month, left during the week for her
home in St. Louis after a visit with
(Continued from Page one)
and Early
For
her four daughters in this city. Miss
Fall Wear.
Helen Porterfield, her granddaughter, Lordsburg; Drew Pruitt and E. Oliver
who has been attending school at of Los Angeles, each 100 shares.
Loretto Academy returned with her.
Insurance Company Examined.
P. M. A. Lienau, assistant commisM. J. Drury who started work as an
Southeast of Plaza.
apprentice in the Topeka shops of the sioner of insurance of Xew Mexico,
Santa Fe and who is now head of has just released the report on the
those shops with 3,100 men under his Amarillo National Life Insurance ComFinest Line cf Sterling Silver
With
iibsolute command, is featured in this pany of Amarillo, Texas. He examIn the Beautiful and New Orange Blossom, Chippendale
KAUNE
GO. month's issue of the Santa Fe Em ined the company and as a result of
the company will
ployes' Magazine. He is well known the examination
AND OTHER PATTERNS.
to railroad men all along the big San change its management.
Following is
See
ta Fe system.
the letter sent to the company:
John Lee Clarke, district deputy for
June 14, 3912.
for
Sao Francisco.
the B. P. O. Elks, has left for Seat- Amarillo National Life Insurance Co.,
Reliable Jeweler
Street
tle, Wash., to attend the grand lodge
Amarillo, Texas.
which opens there July
convention
Gentlemen:
The report of the exSth.
Mr. Clarke is a candidate for amination of your company by the ingrand inner guard and several other surance departments of Texas and
members of the local lodge will go to New Mexico, is no doubt in your hands
Will
Seattle to help him
capture the by this time.
honor. Albuquerque Journal.
It shows that the company has been
Mrs. L. B. Prince went to Colorado mismanaged to a remarkable degree
Springs on Monday to visit friends and brings forth an absolute lack of
PHONE 85 MAIN.
nd attend the meeting of Colonial knowledge of proper business methods
Dames on Tuesday. Unfortunately she and of the law. The declaring of a
AfV D RETAIL
encountered the snow storm and very 10 per cent dividend on your capital
cold weather which then prevailed in stock is inexcusable and such methFACTORY WOOU
SWASTIKA LUMP
that region, and has been confined to ods go far towards shaking confidence
We
SAWED WOOD
the house for several days with a se so necessary to insurance companies.
LUMP
Advise
Due credit will be given to the pres
vere cold. She expects to stay a few
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ent officers in their endeavor to make
days in Denver before returning.
ALL
ANTHRACITE COAL,'
Mrs. McDonald kept open house at a sound institution out of the company.
the executive mansion last Thursday
There are many recommendations
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
because of the visit to the city of the in the report and we must insist that
members of the Federation of Wom- they be fully complied with.
full
en's Clubs who stopped here several
Kindly acknowledge receipt of the
before
hours while enroute to the coast. The report and your acceptance of the
a pleasant re- same.
Yours very truly,
jBIBBBSBI
you visitors atwerethe accorded
executive mansion and
JACOBO CHAVEZ,
ception
nice found the wife of the chief executive
Superintendent of Insurance.
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
of the state a charming hostess.
Nestor Montoya
MANUFACTURER OF
Mrs. H. C. Yontz entertained at
Nestor Montoya has been
price.
bridge Wednesday afternoon for Mrs. pointed deputy coal oil inspector by
MEXICAN BLANKETS, RUGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
K K. Gilmour and Mrs. I. C. Van Coal Oil Inspector Frank Lopez.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Hecke of Denver, Colorado. Besides
"Arrested by Mounted Police.
Orders-Tak- en
and Promptly Filled.
won
Mountof
Mrs.
W.
Collier
Send for Price List.
the
the guests' prizes
Grygla
Sergeant J.
the prize for highest score. The invit- ed Police last night at Albuquerque,
119 Don Caspar Avenue.
ed guests were Mesdames Frost,
arrested A. L. Jellson on the charge
Woods, Hoover, March, McNitt, of obtaining money under false preWe Have Our First Arrival of
Harney, Dun'avy, Castle, Vickroy, tenses.
Road Building.
Burrows of Farmington, New Mexico,
CANTALOUPES
Fairfield, Gilmour, Van Hecke, Misses
Engineer Merriweather of the state
and roads department, has laid out the
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine Grygla, Pain, March, Hampel
toad connecting Redrock with Silver
Bergere.
The members of the Woman's Board City, Grant county, and has a force of
of Trade are making elaborate prepa- - men at work on it, under the super- 25c
rations for the Plaza fete which will vision of Charles Morrill, and will
&
KAUNE
CO be
H.
held on July 5th and which together spend $4,000, derived from the forests
Electric Lights
Hot & Cold Baths.
with the De Vargas procession will of Grant county to build this road.
FaraUhed rooms in connection.make that day one long to be remem
G. LL'PE HERRERA,
bered in the annals of the Capital City. accept no substitute. For sale by all 222 San Francisco Street
Prop.
::
::
The plaza will be elaborately decorat-- druggists.
for
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JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas,Pansies,
White and Purple Iris,
Columbines and Clove Pinks.

Just Arrived!

JAMES.

McCONVERY,

WHITE FELT HATS
Mid-Summ- er

1

30 Red.

Next Door to Postoffice.

MISS A. MUGLER.

"Era? JUNE WEDDINGS

Why Walt?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
NEW MEXICO.

E. LAS VEGAS,

Quick Returns

Accurate Work

I

8

S.

Our Fine Selections and Get Our Prices.

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

H. C. YONTZ,

be at
Their Lowest
During Week
Beginning

June

!

CAPITAL COAL YARD

17.

il

Strongly

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
ItSTTTTJI

Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
tow & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call

and

:-

'204 W. Palace Ave. I

-

FIRST-CLAS-

For Hire

HACK SERVICE J

S

at Popular Prices

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

Buggies and Saddle Horses- :::

Phone

THEODORE CORRICK,

Black 9.

WHOLESALE

CERILLOS

Buying for
Preserving
us
have your order
Let
crate er more three
for
wanted. The
days
to
get what
only way
want and have them
and fresh and at the right

SIZES.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

Our Vegetable Line Is

Inspect Them.

B. TONN1ES,

Ware

the

Prop'j

Always Complete.

Dor-ma-

Coronado Restaurant

S.

Short Orders run Day

5'

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

1

Night.

Regular Meals

J
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Anyone, even a
boy or girl, can
make toast on the

:.

Oil

0
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8 02
7 46
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OIK PIDTURESARE

OF FIVE WOMEN

BUSHED

Official Order Removes All of
Them From Galleries in
Mexico City-

Cook-stov- e

Compound to all women who are passing
througn tne tnange or Lite, as it made
me a well woman after
suffering three years."
Mrs. Mary Bogart,
Reedville, Oregon.
New Orleans, La.
vv"en Passing xnrougn
S&SteJB
1 was
tne nane 01

0
:r

I'yfr'Tm

.

weak and dizzy spells and
backache. Iwasnotfitfor
anything until I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which
proved worth its weight
in gold to me. " - M rs. Gas-to-

i

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mexico City, June 22. One of the
government
by the
plans evolved
through its Department of Public Wel

They will not burn the toast, and they
will not burn their fingers either, if
they use the New Perfection Toaster.
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Proves That Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
d
Vegetable
Two Millions to be Expended
Is Reliable.
in Draining Lake in
Reedville, Ore. "I can truly recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Federal District

rfection
Toaster
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State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
In the Probate Court in the matter
of the Estate of John P. Victory, deceased:
Know All Men by These Presents:
That Mary Maltby Victory, executrix of the estate of John P. Victory, deceased, has filed her final account in the above entitled matter and
that all persons having objections to
said final account and the settlement
thereof are required to present the
same within the time' and manner prescribed by law and the probate court
in and for the county of Santa Fe,
State of New Mexico, has fixed and appointed Monday the 1st day of July,
1912, at the hour of 9 o'clock a. m., fo- rthe hearing of said objections filed to
such said final account, if any such
there be, and for the settlement there-

of.

The executrix further gives notice
that upon the settlement of said final
account, she will proceed to close the
administration of said estate of said
decedent and to obtain her discharge
as such executrix.

fare, Colonization and industry, to
Blondeau, 1541
provide arable lands for division
St., New Orleans.
chief
one
of
the
94
Ut9 Hark,
Ar
is no other stove that
among the people
Mishawaka.Ind.-fere
" Woplat-lorM. A. ORTIZ,
I is
planks of Madero's revolutionary
nr.
P m
as quick and as handy as
men passing through the
It
is
under
way.
contemplates
County Clerk.
)
can
of
Life
take
Change
CookOil
V.
North
S.
lhe
Perfection
New
Ry. train
Connects at Colfax with E. P.
the drainage and filling in of the great
than Lydia V. I. ALARID. Deputy.
better
nothing
M.
N.
:: Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston,
bed of Iake Texcoco, some two and a
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
J stove.
9 a. m., daily
half miles east of the capital. The
Stage leaves Ute Park. N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at
In the Probate Court, for the County
,MrsChm
Compound. I am
of
round
one
pounds
wav,
fifty
$2.00
es
Fare
Cook-stovtrip;
Handsfi.jO
work will reciuire five years, it is
except Sunday.
of Santa Fe, State of New Mexico.
Every dealer has the New Perfection Oil
what
has
because
of
it
4,000,-oocarried free.
In the Matter of the Estate of Elisatimated, and an expenditure of
finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop shelves, towel racks, etc.
omely
ardone
forme.
11:11
m.;
south
N.
p.
for
at
the
M.,
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines,
pesos ($2,000,000 gold). Thousands
beth P. McCuen, Deceased.
Made with 1, 2 and 3
Ixng chimneys, enameled turquoise-bluBauer, 523 E. Marion St.,
lives from the south at 4:3S a. m.
of acres of waste land, now partly
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
burners.
Mishawaka, Ind.
(1) Daily.
covered with water to the depth of two
Cook-Boo- k
Last Will and Testament of Elizabetti
or
also given to
Alton Station,
with every stove.
Free Cook-BooF. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
feet, and the remainder either useless
months I suffered from
P. McCuen:
5
cost.
to
cents
cover
mailing
General
sending
and
anyone
Agent
Saturda ys.
Passenger
(S)Euesdays, Thursday
troubles in consequence of
swamp, or dry, sandy stretches, the
Notice is hereby given, that the 1st
latter giving rise to the frequent dust
my age and thought I day of July, 3 912, at 9 o'clock ;i. m. of
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
could not live. Lydia E.
storms which sweep the capital in
Pinkham's Vegetable said day, and the court room of said
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
the dry season, are to he reclaimed.
in
Lake
Compound made me well court, at the County Court Hous-3bait
toise,
This land, according to plans which
tity
and I want other suffering the County of Santa Fa, State of
are beina worked out, is to be placed
"
women to know about it.
has been appointed as the
on sale to individual Mexicans at the
Mrs. Emma Bailey, Alton time and
place of proving the wi'.J of
lowest possible figure and on long
Station, Ky.
said
P. McCuen, deceased
Elizabeth
term payments.
"I was passing and for
Deisem, No. Dak.
hearing the application o!
felt very
Lake Texcoco is the last remnant of through Change of Life and
sleep and was very John H. Walker, for the issuance to
the once mighty body of w ater which bad. I could not
nervous. Lydia E. Pinkham 's Vegetable him of letters testamentary thereon
,
Tenochitit-lanof
covered the ancient city
Compound restored me to perfect health
M. A. ORTIZ,
now the capital of the republic. and I would not be without it." Mrs.
Clerk of said court.
Legend has It that somewhere in its F. M. THORN, Deisem, No. Dak.
tmpmsmKssmasssmmsm depths the treasure of Montezuma was
By V. I. ALARID, Deputy.
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
sunk to prevent its falling into the
,
Cathedral.
A cordial in- hands of Hernando Cortes:. It has been substantial board fence and a narrow-gat- Sth day of June A, D., 1912,
, nesday evening at 7:45.
June 23, 1112. Fourth Sunday after vitation is extended to all to worship searched for in vain
Inside
gives entrance thereto.
during the hunwith us.
reniccosi.
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
dreds of years since the conquest, and ithe fence evidence of neglect were
First mass at C o'clock a. in.
First Presbyterian.
it is regarded as possible, though hard- manifested by the overgrowth of weed a farmer living near Covena, Ga., says:
Second mass at !):30. Sermon in
No preaching service, but instead
condition of the T have taken Foley Kidney Pills and
ly probable, that it will come to light land the disturbed
English.
children's day exercises will be held in the conversion of this lake bed.
tombs
by the ravages of find them to be all you claim for them.
wrought
Third mats at 10: uO. Sermon in at 11 o'clock a. m. by the Sunday
time. Among others, a father and a They gave me almost instant relief
Reform.
Spanish.
school. An interesting program has
and their little hoy had been when my kidneys were sluggish and
(mother
ef:!
to
into
intended
Three
At
o'clock p. in. Procession from been arranged and it is hoped that as
bills,
put
I can cheerfully recommend
side
by side and the graves over inactive.
jlaid
IN
Rosario chapel
to the
Cathedral many friends as can possibly do so fect some of the reforms which were built with walls of stone about a foot them to all sufferers from kidney
church and here, Vespers and Bene- will give us the encouragement
troubles."
of promised to the people by President and a half above the ground.
For sal by all druggists.
diction.
their presence. Mr. Lerue of Prince- jMudero, were not presented to the naMarble head stones properly let
ton University, will deliver an address. tional assembly because a great deal tered had been set at the end of each
FOR SALE A lot of second hand
Lady of Guadalupe.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass .Air. Fred McBride, superintendent. Ol difficulty was met in the legal tech-- ; grave and were made fast in substan- - belting, hangers, pulleys, and shaft9.30 a. m.
Two of tial
Sermon in Spanish and Junior Christian Endeavor will meet niealities of the measures.
The ing; one 12 horse power end one 22
bases of red sandstone.
English.
:it ;! o'clock and Senior at 0:43, as :the bills dealt with the land question father's headstone was displaced and horse power Leffel Engine, :lrEt clasi
land the third was an employer's lia- - was
St. John's Methodist.
usual.
on edge beside the walled condition; one 40 horse power locoJames M. Shinier, pastor, 100 Don Church o the Holy Faith, Episcopal. ibility act. The drafting of the bills tomb.setting
motive type boiler capable of carrying
in
of
been
the
hands
Carlos Trejo
Caspar. Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Third Sunday alter Trinity. .Morn- ihas
The sculptor had embodied a life 75 pounds of steam, pass;! upon by
de Tejada, attorney-genera- l
of
Morning worship at 11 a. m. Sermon ing service at 11 o'clock. Every one
story by carving on the slab a sym- Boiler Inspector; radiators, steasi
the federal district.
by ihe pastor. Junior League at 3 p. welcome.
bolic "keystone" and a true represen piping and valves; a ,10 gallon gasoSunday school in vacation
m.
The devotional meeting of the till August.
Fishing Concession.
tation of "safs." The slab that mark- line tank, with other sundry items.
7
President Madero's cabinet has de- ed the mother's grave contained the Any of these items will be sold
jtpworth League at o'clock. Subject:
Musical Numbers.
cheap
"How Persecution Has Extended the Processional Hymn.
cided to cancel a fishing concession usual legend of her birth and death if
D. & R. G. Ajcent or
on
taken at once. If inter,ste.l adKnowledge of God." C. L. Stephenson, Venite.
cji the east and west coasts of Lower above which is represented a tree in dress the New Mexico
Printing Comleader. Evening worship at S p. m. Te Deum
Fe.
&
T.
D.
A.,
Shilling California and the western part of the flower, with a baby angel plucking pany, Santa Fe. New Mexico
Sermon
the pastor, subject: Jubilate
Exby
Tours mainland granted to the Mangara
the flowers and dropping them on the
Last Sunday Hymn.
"Weapons Captured."
ploration Company by the Diaz govern- grave beneath.
in
night
ment. The company is British and
spite of the bad weather we Offertory Anthem.
Between the tombs of the father and
had a number out to the service and Recessional.
will receive $150,000 as indemnity. It mother is a smaller tomb indicating
two gave themselves to the Lord.
is stated that the canceling of the the grave of the child. This modest
There are many in Santa Fe who
concession has nothing to do with the slab is set in a base of red sandstone
Mrs. Kiikpatrick, Miss
should be found in the Lord's house
Sopranos Mrs. Coard and late Japanese talk, but is aimed sim-- ! with a recess chiselled away in which
but are seldcyn seen there. Forsake Mrs. Hall. Tenors Mr.
Hayden and ply to return to the. people on the is set the shoes, stockings and little
not the assembling of the Lord's peo- Mr.
coast the fishing rights of which they hat of the deceased lad, carved in the
Kirkpatrick. Basso Mr. Hall.
ple.
had been deprived and which in many stone.
Mrs. Coard, choir director.
The
prayer service Wed- instances constituted their only means
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Miss Sparks, organist.
We have read of "sermons in stone,
of livelihood.
but here are pathetic poems that
The West Point of tn Southwest"
The inherent politeness of a Mexi- touch the sympathetic heart of all
Ranked by United States War DeIN THE FEDERAL AND
can referee nearly annulled the effect who may chance to see them, and one
DISTRICT COURTS.
partment as "Distinguished Instituof a clean knock-ou- t
during a recent cannot but wonder when told that
tion." Army officers detailed by Wal
Anj'one can operate the
boxing match in the capital. Incident- this little artistic work was done by
J. F. Bonham of Las Cruces, was on
Department.
ally the row which followed the um- a mysterious wanderer who sojourned
Coornado.
Burroughs by any kind of a
motion of E. K. Wright admitted today
Through Academic course, preparW. J. Fox, Durango, Colo.
pire's decision in favor of the Mexi- at the obscure mountain town of LinIf
system in ten minutes.
by Judge W. 11. Pope, to practice becan pugilist, who was pitted against coln. From
ing young men for college or business
Maria Brandt, Fairfield, 111.
whence he came and
fore the federal court.
lite. Great amount of open air work.
Jim Smith, a negro, has resulted in an whither he went was never disclosed
E. L. Smith, Estancia.
you want to learn a "touch"
Healthiest location of any Military
official ban on the sport within the and the mystery still remains, why so
H. S. Arnold, Pecos.
Km..
Injunction Against Yankee Fuel Co.
A f M
system, you can do all kinds
School ia the Union. Located in the
lederal district.
The order suspending the writ of ingifted an artist found it desirable to
Palace.
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
Cuauhtemoc
of
an
in
"stunts" in multiplication
such
the
and
Mexican,
hide
Aguilar,
his
identity
genius
E. V. Moore, Sherman, Texas.
junction iu the case of the United
went through the ropes in the fourth obscure mountain town in
of the West at an elevation of 3iu0
New
States vs. the Yankee Fuel Company,
Mrs. V. Moore, Sherman, Texas.
and division with it that will
round. The umpire, carried away by Mexico. Lovers of art who pass that
teet above sea level, sunshine every
was revoked today in the federal court,
A. Mennett, Las Vegas.
create a sensation in the ofthe calamity which had befallen the way can well afford to pause and
day, but little rain or snow during tn
and the temporary Injunction restrainTheo. Espe, Santa Fe.
rushed
to
his
aid
and
chisel
has
season.
idol,
at
the
people's
the
wonder
story
W.
the
E.
fice.
from
The Burroughs has the
ing
Freeman and wife, Dighton,
company
removing coal
was about to try to put him on his wrought by a stranger's hand.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
from certain lands during the pen- Kansas.
scientific
which
feet.
keyboard
ai: graduates from standard eastern
dency of au appeal, is now in full
W. P. Tearse, Jr., Winona, Minn.
"The count! The count!" yelled half
Ten buildings,
force. The company failed to furnish
meets
M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St.,
Mrs.
office
colleges.
throughly
conditions
and
Montezuma.
a hundred Americans in the audience.
bond of $10,00(1, choosing to refrain
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
LaCross, Wis., writes that she suffered
C. G. A. Herman, Albuquerque.
i
no
ftf-operaspecial
Several seconds late, the umpire re- all kinds of
requires
li Hi' (I
In all respects.
from mining coal on the land in dispains in her back and
C. Beall, Albuquerque.
membered his office and to all appear-rnce- s
ItT t'.
tors.
pute.
hips on account of kidney trouble and
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres
V. D. McCoy, Peoria.
Aguilar was down and out. The rheumatism. "I got some of Foley
Suit for $15,000 Damages.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
R. R. I'rquhart, Denver.
Let us show you.
then declared the blow a foul Kidney Pills and after taking thein
umpire
On
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
removal from the district court
Ben F. Ridge, Kansas City.
because it had been struck after the for a few
a
was
wonderful
there
days
for McKinley county, suit was filed In
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
W. M. Potsch, St. Joseph.
gong sounded. It was pointed out that change in my case, for the pain enBurroughs Adding Machine Co.,
the federal court by Frank Peccavish
and W. A. FINLEY.
George S. Verden, Milwaukee.
was broken and could not
the
gong
vs. The Victor American Fuel Comw. H. LONG, Sales Manager.
Chus.
S.
For particulars and illustrated ev
Colorado be heard, but the decision stood. The tirely left my back and hips and I am
Parlsbock,
thankful there .is such a medicine as
pany for Slo.OiiO. The defendant com Springs.
Jalogues address:
O.
a
in
broke
P.
Box 702, EI Paso, Texas.
fuss
threatthat
up
meeting
'
Foley Kidney Pills." For sale by all
pany operates near Gallup.
COL. JAS. W. WILL-SONIiiwrence F. Lee, Albuquerque.
ened to result in further fisticuffs.
driggists.
Divorce Granted.
V. H. Meudelson, San Francisco.
Superintendent
Pictures of Diaz.
In the case of Mattie L. Kerr
E. J. Flames, Chicago.
In an inconspicuous place in the naH. Kerr, Judge E. C. Abbott:
E. X. Rich, City.
tional palace, from which all pictures
today signed a decree in divorce. The
B. S. Philips and wife, Velarde.
of General Porfirio Diaz have been
were
married
in
couple
A O.Bii.rcKK
Albuquerque
J. A. French, Las Cruces.
Jso. S. Mitch km.
banished
by a presidential decree,
in !)1n and the petitioner charged deL. C. Barnes, New York City.
there remains ohe which has escaped
ANGELES
LOS
sertion.
D. H. Boatright, Albuquerque.
the notice of the new government. On
31
NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
I
M. G. Keenan, Springer.
the window jamb of one of the offices
ONE WAY OUT.
O. R. Lehmann and wife, Vaughn, X. set aside for the president's
private
RATES $1.00 and $1.50 per day.
M.
5riL '
secretaries is pasted a picture about
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00
A Resident of Santa Fe Shows the
Miss Alma Lehmann, Galveston, Tex. the size of a postage stamp of the
Way.
old warrior president. It is surmounted by two flags and over it is a legend
BEST.
one
Only
way to cure a bad back.' Costs no more but
the best re- reading "Long live Porfirio Diaz!"
gives
Liniment and plasters may relieve
sults.
It;
1
H. L. Blomquist, Esdaile, Wis., says
They won't cure it.
his wife considers Foley's Honey and
Backache means sick kidneys.
Tar Compound the best cough cure on V
ART GEMS IN
X
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad the market. "She
THE WILDERNESS.
has tried various
kidneys.
kinds but Foley's gives the best result
Santa Fe people back them up.
of all.''
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXt.
Read a case of it:
(Roswell Morning News).
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa'
One would hardly expect to find
1912. Low
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a
BLOODY FIGHT TAKES
gems of art in the foothills of the
half years ago I gave a public state- S
mountains of New Mexico, but in a
PLACE AT CIMARRON.
ment telling of my experience with
recent journey over the road from
Dona's Kidney Pills.
Roswell to Lincoln, a writer on the
They comMounted Policeman C. F. Lam- pletely rid me of pains in my back
News had a tip from an old timer
bert Reports Three Ar- which had troubled me off and on for
Round Trip
that something out of the ordinary in
to
rests
X
Headquarters.
months.
When I stooped or brought
could
be
seen
in
a
little
sculpture
a strain on my loins, I suffered more
C. F. X grave yard near a spring that rushed
Mounted Policeman
Fare
beverely and there were various
out of the foothills of the Capitan
Lambert at Cimarron, Colfax
VOIR VACATION IS SHORT ISE THE
other difficulties which convinced ine
mountains and crossed the traveled
county, today reported three X road.
that my trouble came from disordered
acon
tc
arrests
headquarters
I finally used Doan's Kid
kidneys.
A Mexican renter lived nearby in
count of a cutting affray in
a vigorous orchard and garden made
ney Pills and they brought prompt
was X fruitful
which Manuel Casais
relief.
I continued taking them and
by irrigated waters from this
Take Santa Fe via Chicago or St. Louis, Pullman
It was not long before every symptom X slashed to such an extent that X beautiful spring. A
AND SAVE
gentle knoll in
X it is believed he is dying. The
and Tourist Sleepers.
of trouble had disappeared."
front of the house and between It and
TO KANSAS CITY, 14 HOURS
TO CHICAGO, 14 HOURS
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 X men arrested are: Eduardo
the spring where handsome shade
BEST SERVICE.
::::
BEST EQUIPMENT.
centa.
Teodoro
Huerta, X trees add to the attraction of the
Co., Buffalo, X Rodriguez,
TO ST. LOUIS, 7 HOURS
and Max Urban.
All three X place was In early times chosen as a
New York, sole agents for the United
For further particulars, apply to any Santa Fe agent.
X were held without bail for the X fit burying ground for the dead of the
Statps.
Direct Line and Through Sleepers to Memphis.
Remember the name Doan's and
X community.
Santa Fe, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
grand jury.
I
take no other.
The few graves are enclosed by a
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SUMMER TOURIST BIT ES

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

TO

All

Stations East and West

.

j

FROM

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

For information as to rates, reservations
or write to any
etc., call
Santa
F. P.
W.
Shea,

Abra-hamso-

New Mexico Military

Institute

mid-wee- k

Learning How

Hotel Arrivals,
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!
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.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

SUMMER
TOURIST
FARES

L:

On Sale Daily,

j

June 1st

Until September 30th,
round trip
rates to all principal Eastern and Northern
points. Final return limit, October 31st.

Diverse Routes

GOLDEN

A

DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL
CONVENTION

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,

June 25th, 1912.

Liberal Stopovers

$69.5(KlUL
to
June

Dates of Sale.
19th
23rd, 1912.
Return Limit, July 4th, 1912.

STATE LIMITED

Fostep-Milbur-

.
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in
of
Dates of Sale "July 3d and 4th.
recovery for the mother, and she is valuation of the property of the county Creek, Mich.
left a healthy woman to enjoy the as a whole or of any class or classes Ten days' trial of Postum in place of
Return Limit, July 7th.
an easy
rearing ot her
of property, as the Board of Colfax tea or coffee proves the truth,
child.
Mother's
way.
and
sola at points south of Tjimy will
The
Tickets
do.
to
pleasant
has
attempted
county
Friend is sold at
allow stop over at tnat point lor vhjmcu-verRead the little book, "The Road to
board is authorized for the purpose
make tne side trip to Santa Ve acto
fT
a
Jrug
count of
of equalizing, to Increase, diminish or Wellville," in pkgs. "There's
Write for our free
jT
De Vargas Parade, July 5th.
and correct any particular son."
book for expectEver read the above letter? A new
ant mothers which contains much assessment or valuation, and not to
H. S.LUTZ,Agt., Santa Fe, N. M,
valuable Information, and many sug- make a blanket raise or decrease over one appears from time to time. They
J&S.
human
full
of
and
B.
true,
the
REYNOLDS,
sre
of
nature.
Some
a
genuine,
ago
helpful
whole
years
county.
the
gestions
of Equalization, Interest.
BUSHELS UGUUT0R CO., Ada, Ga. Territorial Board
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Telephone Trade Excursion to Albuquerque

OS

ON JULY FIRST.

Athletic

Exhibition

On that day you can telephone the wholesaler or the manufacturer at Albuqurque, place your order, and the

-

HOUSE

.i,im

IHUlIlfSFS
TCCIIU

ORDER

WILL

H

THE

one-four-

th

Get prompt action
your $4.20 From
merchandizing.
Try this modern method
personal
getting
by
the
Obviate
misunderstandings
orders.
danger
touch with headquarters.
TRY THE TELEPHONE WAY.

1

stores.

GEI5

rea-chan-

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company
Jr., Manager.

Santa Fe

.'AGE EIGHT

lTHE SAOTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA
What is that which is very rare, and
yet very common?

8

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., June 22. New
Mexico fair in south portion;
local showers in north portion
Sunday.
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I
Picnic Would Be

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

George W. Armijo who will take the
of De Vargas in the De Vargas
pageant announced last night that all
who are to take part in it are very
nrich interested and enthusiastic, and
vill start rehearsing early next week.
Through some mistake in yesterday's
New Mexican the name of Daniel C.
Ortiz was left out of the list, he wUl
be one of De Vargas' lieutenants in
the parade.

part

MEET ME
WHITE
AT THE
HOUSE.
"
Fishing tackle that's fit for fishing,
Strayed, a small, whites horse,
at Goebel's.
branded on lef t shoulder.
Finder
the
Eye prescriptions are given
please return to the Plaza Market,
most careful and painstaking
attenMeat!
and be
for your trouble.
tion when Zook fills them.
See Alkali Ike's Boarding House at
the Elks tonight. Don't miss it.
PALACE HOTEL ON
Ask You
If you like good buttermilk, go to
SEMI EUROPEAN PLAN. X
ice
cold.
Served
Fischer's fountain.
buy
The Palace Hotel under new
or
Wanted
Five
to
rent
we
management is now on the X
modern house. Address this office.
plan in re- good.
Neef
and
Bros,
Fallstaff
Budweiser,
Company. Price $10.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL ON OUR
to
demand. X
sponse
popular
If you
bottle beer for saie by Henry Krick.
When your doctor prescribes for HIGH GRADE LINGERIE AND SILK
Rooms from 75 cents per day
Phone Red 35.
to Zook's DRESSES FOR $9.95 IS BOUND TO
take
your
you,
prescription
well
we,
Choice rooms and X
upward.
San Juan Fiesta On Monday, the and you get right drugs and right PLEASE YOU. WHITE HOUSE.
suites for regular occupants,
know you
rnnual fiesta of San Juan, the large prices.
The White House have their hat in
at special rates.
X
Indian pueblo north of Santa Fe, takes
See the prices that they
YOU WILL FIND IT VERY INTER- the ring.
First-clas- s
V
restaurant. Spe- place.
j
on
three.
BOOK
quote
page
YOUR
POCKET
ESTING TO
eial Sunday dinner for busi- Notice Sparks has quit selling elec- !TO SEE OUR 99c BARGAINS.
Las Vegas Retailers Meet For the
nessmen and their families.
tric irons. He will let you try one I Entire
under the
change of program at the purpose of
Meals 50 cents.
free and the iron will sell itseif.
tomorrow night. Don't miss it. New Mexico Retailers' association, ;
Elks'
The bar room has been en- There will be an important meeting
Busi- - S
members
Las
of
the
the
sold
cream
Ranch"
ice
Vegas
"Thomas'
of the Woman's Board of Trade Monremoved.
tirely
ness
s
met
Men
we
association
Friday
exe'usively at Fischer's. It's different
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the from
and vanilla night at S o'clock in the Commercial
Chocolate
others.
prove by
public library building.
club. Temporary officers of the new
All Royal Arch Masons are cordially flavors.
C.
C.
were elected,
s
The
Hardware Com- organization
WOULD BE THE PROPER ACTl invited to attend the special convocathe
chosen
leaders
grocer,
are
Boucher,
for
being
the
high
pany
grade
A.
R.
No.
1,
tion of Santa Fe Chapter
vice
See their ad- president, and J. Hj Stearns,
The tools and implements.
M., this evening at eight o'clock.
of
William Shillinglaw,
vertisement today. They guarantee president.
conferred.
will
be
Arch
Royal
degree
the Investment and Agency corporadeal.
a
square
foretown
this
The
Mocking Birds
Elegantly Furnished Rooms ror Rent tion, was elected secretary. The temnoon resounded with the trill of the
are
of
havSimon
board
directors
and
Rooms
furnished
porary
elegantly
shoePhone 92
mocking birds that Pflueger, the
of Bacharach
brothers,
ing all modern conveniences, incluii- Bacharaeh,
ing electric light, steam beat and Lester Sands, of the Las Vegas
in the First National Bank cantile Company, A. M. Adler, of the
; Hub
b lilding.
and C. V.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
Clothing Company
FOR SALE On account of going Hedgcock, the shoe dealer. Las
Household furniture consisting gas Cptic.
room
of elegant Mission oak dining
The free demonstration of the Arn- set, solid mahogany dresser, chiffonier, 0d electric vibrator at the Capital!
and chairs; fine brass bed, mattresses, pharmacy will be a feature that will j
ruyS, tuutn, ciy. van uc seen ' ucs interest tne jacttes, especially, see au-.. oav. Wednesday and Thursday of next rertisement on page four.
HI
ffl
week. Call 602 Galisteo street, or
Do not overlook the advertisement
We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
phone 177 J.
of Rhoads, the handy man. Screen
Fresh buttermilk from Thomas's dcors, step ladders, porch swings, etc.
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
Ranch at Fischer's fountain. Served made to order at reasonable prices.
j
The
service.
to
hurt them as to
slightly damaged, but not enouch
ice cold.
Sockholders' Meeting.
auto accl-- j
Two Auto Wrecks-T- wo
enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
The regular annual meeting of the
dents occurred this week. One hap-- j
Xew
Mexican:
of the
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
pened in the Santa Fe canon when stockholders
will be held at the
Company
Printing
dashed
an
a
auto
curve,
rounding
as
our
we
floor.
from
not
them
class
but
could
sell
first
goods
down a precipice, but miraculously office of the company in the City of
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at
not one of the six occupants was in-- ! Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. ni., on;
e
All
1012.
jured. The other occurred near the Monday, .July 8th,
whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
and
take
notice
will
holders
please
mansion, when an auto took
until
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
he wheel from a carriage occupied govern themselves accordingly.
m. .nine z.uu, mh.
i,anm re,
by a young lady.
they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost in order to move
If you want the best ice cream to O-- 1
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the
be had in town go to Fischer's and get
'
"Thomas' Ranch" ice cream. Cnoco- beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
laie and vanilla flavors.
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
All colors. $1,00 per doz.pants
Teachers See Museum The teach-'- .
ers and instructors ot the teachers in
in satin brass. There are three
size, in white and vernis martin
stitute which has been in session the
finish.
them out
Now is the time to
past month at the high school building'
here, visited the rooms of the Archaeological Society and the Museum in
CLARENDON GARDENS
the Palace of the Governors at 2:"0;
o'clock this afternoon.
The various
R- - V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
collections and exhibits were explained to them in detail and they
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
spent an interesting and instructive
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here to

WE

Because

our meat

know it's

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies
AND EVERYTHING

n

n

.

knew this as

as
as
We
would!

FOR

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

LE VARGAS PAGEANT
AROUSES MUCH INTEREST.

o

A POOR PICNIC
A

SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1912.

afternoon there.
At the White House next week you
will more than eet your money's
worth. See the advertisement on page
three. Ninety-nin- e
cents will go a
great ways.
You can be sure of having
your
drug orders delivered quickly by sending them to Zook's.
"The best fee cream in the city"
at Fischer's.
is everyone's verdict after eating
Ranch"
ice cream
at
Boy Crushed to Death Under Wagon "Thomas'
The fourteen year old son of L. E. Fischer's.
Morris in a coal mining camp near
Suits Filed Suits were filed yesterGallup, was crushed to death under a
day at Albuquerque against E. N. Wilrock.
wagon hauling
son and J. W. Abbott, by the First NaPay Your Licenses City Clerk
Bank of Albuquerque. The first
Ortiz has begun the collection tion
was on a note signed with Abof automobile and bicycle licenses and action
will prosecute those who do not come bott & Fawks, in the sum of $335. 56,
while the second was for $150, claimacross.
ed to be due on a note. An action
History Now on Sale B. M Read's
Illustrated History of New Mexico, just was also filed by the State National
from press, is now for sale and may Bank against W. H. Stevens, of Lords-burg- ,
for $100 alleged to be due on sl
be ordered directly from the author,
or through the New Mexican Printing note.

The Home of Quality Groceries j

WHAT

M.

man, was distributing.
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND OUR 99c
SALE THIS WEEK. WHITE HOUSE.
Bereavement of Mr. and Mrs.
Bowlds The infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. Bowlds is dead. Mrs.
Bowlds who was critically ill, is recovering.
No other ice cream in town equals
"Thomas' Ranch" Ice Cream. Try it
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Going Picnicking?

FE, N.

j

surely

'"THERE'S nothing
better than the best
This you'll admit a fact,
That
have it here to

j

I

!

j

i

test,

Wood-Davi-

THERE'IS
THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

See

Plaza Market Co.

Out
"Ad."

I

-

3 vCa
Phone 4.

BUTTER!

BUTTER!
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Mer-bath-

j
j

NOW AT

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.
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THE JEWELER.
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HEADQUATERS

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will n-- without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasionIf j'ou will consider that tlia rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
rnilesadaj vou will not grudge your
hivce a year. It will increase the
l e and
accuracy of your watci.
Leave your watch with iu

THE

WHITE

HOUSE.

1-

j

Watches
and
Clocks'.
Tlim

rii-v- w

Tliul , ' c

Reliable."

y.
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Santa Fe Hardware
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Quality

We're
After

stock-executiv-

..

HIGH-GRAD- E

t

ally.

FOR

Page 3.

pit! w$m$ mm

You,

'r

Sir!

We

Want
Your

A- -

M EN'S SHOES.
We'll Put Your Feet Inside the Best Pair They Ever Lived In!
We're after the trade of the particular man, who wants the best that
can be produced in 5hoedom. Yes, and we're going to get it, too!
Shoes in half
Why' with our Handsome Styles;of High-Qraskin, Patent Kid, Calf and Enamel Leather, Lace or Blucher
Cuts in all the latest lasts and patterns.
HANNA SHOES, $6.00, $6.50 to $7.00 I HAMILTON BROWN SHOES
' $1 ' 75 '
FL0RSHE1M SHOES, .
5.00, 5.50 to 6.00 j
$2.00, $2.50 to $2.75.

A Full Line

de

of Men's and Women's Oxfords

Home of Hart, Schaff ner & Marx Clothes.

Course
.

Feet!

HOW

of

is

the
First

jj

,

The

NOW, MADAM !

We just want to drop a shoe remark It's this: Shoe
beauty or comfort doesn't lie altogether in the cost of
the shoe. The best shoe in the world, improperly fitted, isn't going to be comfortable.
When you come here
We've Expert
you get the best shoe
values your money can tliy, whether you want them
to stand in or walk in, to dance in or talk in, we have
them. Vlandsomer shoes never left a factory. All good
leathers and every width and size.
QUEEN QUALITY, from $3.50 to $5.00 j HAMILTON BROWN LADIES' SHOES,
AMERICAN LADY,
3.00 to 4.00
$1.75, $2.00, $2.25 to $3.00

Fitters

NATHAH SALMON
I:

L

i

